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Abstract
In the last two decades, small satellites have opened up the use of space to groups other
than governments and large corporations, allowing for increased participation and
experimentation. This democratization of space was primarily enabled by two factors:
improved technology and reduced launch costs. Improved technology allowed the
miniaturization of components and reduced overall cost meaning many of the capabilities
of larger satellites could be replicated at a fraction of the cost. In addition, new launcher
systems that could host many small satellites as ride-shares on manifested vehicles
lowered launch costs and simplified the process of getting a satellite into orbit. The
potential of these smaller satellites to replace or augment existing systems has led to a
flood of potential satellite and mission concepts, often with little rigorous study of whether
the proposed satellite or mission is achievable or necessary.
This work proposes an analytical framework to aid system designers in evaluating the
ability of an existing concept or small satellite to perform a particular imaging mission,
either replacing or augmenting existing capabilities. This framework was developed and
then refined by application to the problem of using small satellites to perform a wide area
search mission – a mission not possible with existing imaging satellites, but one that would
add to current capabilities. Requirements for a wide area search mission were developed,
along with a list of factors that would affect image quality and system performance. Two
existing small satellite concepts were evaluated for use by examining image quality from
i

the systems, selecting an algorithm to perform the search function automatically, and then
assessing mission feasibility by applying the algorithm to simulated imagery. Finally, a
notional constellation design was developed to assess the number of satellites required to
perform the mission. It was found that a constellation of 480 CubeSats producing 4 m
spatial resolution panchromatic imagery and employing an on-board processing algorithm
would be sufficient to perform a wide area search mission.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
In 1957, the first satellite was launched into orbit by the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, officially opening space for human use. The next four decades saw increasing
use of space for military, communications, and scientific purposes, but the technology
required for satellites and the cost of building them and launching them into orbit limited
space access mainly to major governments. The satellites built during this era were
primarily developed by either governments themselves, as in the case of the USSR, or by
large corporations contracted by governments to design and build the satellites, as was
often done in the United States. Although a few satellites were built and operated by
commercial industry for commercial use during this time, it wasn’t until the 1980’s, when
President Reagan signed the Commercial Space Launch Act of 1984 that space was truly
opened to players other than governments. This Act permitted commercial entities to
develop and operate satellites, launch sites and services, and launch vehicles.
The biggest barrier to massive commercial participation was still there, however, once
the legal barrier was lowered: satellites were expensive, risky investments and only
governments and the largest corporations could afford to participate. Until technology
improved to the point that access to space could be democratized, smaller groups were
effectively shut out of space use and exploration.
In the 1990’s, technology began improving enough that commercial endeavors became
feasible. Iridium Communications began construction of a massive 66-satellite low Earth
orbit (LEO) constellation for communications. Plans were made for satellite radio ventures.
Satellite television, which had been available since the 1980’s, took off when stronger
communications capabilities on satellites enabled the use of much smaller receivers on
Earth. It was in this decade that commercial industry began building high-resolution Earth
imaging satellites as well. Until that time, Earth imaging had been limited to coarse 10-20 m
resolution systems like SPOT and Landsat. In 2000, the IKONOS satellite, under
development since the mid-1990’s, was launched and began providing 1 m resolution
imagery to customers.
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In addition to opening the door to more commercial participants, technological
advances made possible the development and use of smaller satellites for many missions.
These smaller satellites were less expensive both in development and launch than the
larger satellites traditionally used by governments. Smaller, cheaper satellites lent
themselves to use for experimentation and research and development (R&D) purposes and
further lowered the barriers to entry for use of space.
In 1994, Stanford University started the Space Systems Development Laboratory
(SSDL) under the supervision of Dr. Robert Twiggs to allow students to design and build
microsatellites and launch space experiments. SSDL missions were intended to leverage the
advances made in commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) technology to keep costs down and
allow for a rapid development cycle of one year. The trade-off was that the satellites would
have a design life of one year or less [1]. That same year, SSDL began work on the
SAPPHIRE small satellite. Its payloads were two student experiments and one Jet
Propulsion Laboratory experiment.
SAPPHIRE was a success as a student project, but its size limited the number of
experimental payloads it could carry. A new concept was developed, using a motherdaughter design, where a microsatellite would be launched that was itself a launcher for
picosatellites. This new mission was named OPAL, the Orbiting Picosatellite Automated
Launcher, and was started in 1995. The original picosatellites were 4x3x1 inches, with
limited power generation capabilities and payload capacity. While the launcher concept
worked well, only two of the six picosatellites launched performed their on-orbit missions.
The others did not power on. Based on the OPAL design experience, Dr. Twiggs proposed a
new picosatellite design that focused more on efficient power generation. The design was
sized to provide 2W of power using triple-junction GaAs solar cells. The result was the
standard one unit (1U) CubeSat with 10 cm sides. An example of a 1U CubeSat is shown in
Figure 1. The CubeSat design was extensible as well, due to the building block nature of the
1U structure. This allowed for the creation of up to 3U CubeSats that would still fit within
the standard launcher.
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Figure 1. 1U CubeSat design [2].

CubeSats were a boon to smaller groups not only because the cost of development was
so much lower, but also because as originally defined, CubeSats were to be compatible with
the Poly-Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD), a launching mechanism that could carry up
to 12 1U CubeSats as a rideshare payload on nearly any available launch. Instead of each
CubeSat developer having to negotiate their way into space with launch providers,
organizations could sponsor or host a P-POD on their launch vehicle and offer the space to
CubeSat developers. The P-POD itself was the hosted payload on the launch, so only its
specifications had to be compatible with the hosting vehicle – the CubeSats inside the PPOD were simply mass that was already accounted for in the P-POD specification. The
standardized interface inside the P-POD ensured that any picosatellite that met the CubeSat
definition could be launched in a P-POD so experiments could be moved in and out without
renegotiating with the launch provider. The P-POD design was so successful that several
comparable launch interfaces have been developed by other academic and industrial
groups, as well as government agencies.
CubeSats became a popular teaching tool for universities and a ready experimental
platform for new technologies for government and industry, allowing them to test new
space hardware or mission concepts without the hefty investment in the development and
launch of a full satellite program. The satellite bus and basic subsystems were available for
purchase from Pumpkin, Inc. by the end of 2003 [3] and soon after from other vendors as
well. By 2013, over 150 CubeSats had been launched by governments, schools, and industry
developers [4]. The advent of CubeSats truly democratized space access.
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However useful CubeSats were for research though, they acquired a reputation for
being too unreliable and their capabilities too limited for use in traditional satellite
missions. This reputation was earned primarily because of the limited size of CubeSats and
how they were used by developers. The perception that CubeSat capabilities were
fundamentally limited was in part an accurate assessment of what could be accomplished
with the much smaller system but was also a reflection of the lack of serious
experimentation with the platform. A 2013 study by Swartwout examined the CubeSats
missions launched from the year 2000, when OPAL launched, to 2012 [4]. He found that the
missions could be divided into four categories, with the first three, educational, scientific,
and technology, comprising 94% of all missions. Educational missions were those whose
primary goal was to provide an educational experience for the students building the
CubeSat, rather than to perform a real mission. Many of these used COTS imagers as
payloads or were the modern day equivalent of Sputnik, simply chirping as they orbited.
The primary goal of technology missions was to test a new satellite component in space.
The science category, accounting for less than a quarter of all CubeSats in the period
studied, was the only class that had a “traditional” mission, such as remote sensing or
monitoring space weather, as the primary goal.
For many school CubeSat groups, the design and development of the CubeSat was more
important as a teaching exercise than whether the satellite performed on orbit. This meant
that in some cases, the spacecraft was not even powered on after integration [4]. On-orbit
failures were common and as a result, these small satellites were thought to be unreliable.
A lack of coordination among CubeSat developers on the types of missions that would be
attempted led to repeat missions and little push to try new technologies. But CubeSats also
suffered from the converse problem: idea overload. New capability or mission concepts
were put forward in academic journals or presented to funding agencies but there was
little rigorous analysis performed to determine whether these concepts might work, or if
they did, whether the capability was useful. The space was flooded with potential concepts
with little to distinguish between things that could be pursued and things that should be
pursued.
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At the same time, the very thing that made CubeSats cheap and easy platforms for
experimentation, their small size, limited their utility for regular missions. CubeSats, made
with the space technology of the early 2000’s, had little room for payloads and the basic
control components that went into them fell far short of the capabilities of those in larger
satellites. It was a circular problem: in order to be taken seriously, CubeSats needed to
show they could perform real missions, but in order to perform real missions they needed
better spacecraft components, and the development and test of those components took
launch opportunities away from mission-oriented experiments.
In 2007, the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) moved into the CubeSat arena,
hoping to advance the state of the art in CubeSat payloads and missions by offering
qualified groups a standardized CubeSat bus and a guaranteed launch opportunity through
the Colony program. In a paper presented at the 2010 Conference on Small Satellites, the
manager of this effort noted that many previous CubeSat missions had concentrated on
developing and building the subsystem components necessary to operate any spacecraft –
the “technology” mission category in Swartwout’s study – rather than regular mission
payloads [5]. Groups were reinventing the wheel for each CubeSat. The goal of the NRO
effort was to make the non-recurring engineering (NRE) investment up front to develop the
technologies that would go into a common bus and provide these to each Colony program
participant, freeing them to focus on payload or mission concept development.
In spite of the criticisms of CubeSats, many in the space field continue to search for
legitimate opportunities for their use. One mission area that has been widely discussed as
an inroad for small satellites and CubeSats is Earth imaging. Traditionally, space-based
Earth imaging has been carried out by small constellations of large, expensive satellites.
These constellations are typically limited to no more than a handful of satellites given the
cost to develop, build and launch these systems. In this environment, where only a few
satellites will be built and launched, the driving design concern has been increasing the
spatial resolution and image quality of each new system. As a result, Earth imaging
missions are predominantly carried out by high-resolution, small field of view, low revisit
rate systems. These systems capture detail on the ground at a sub-meter resolution, but can
only cover a small fraction of the Earth each day.
5

In the last several years there have been indications that, government reticence aside,
commercial industry sees a business case for using smaller, cheaper satellites to perform
less orthodox imaging missions. Planet Labs, a San Francisco-based space start-up
company, announced in early 2014 plans to launch over 130 CubeSats to provide near-realtime Earth imaging, creating a mosaic image of nearly all the Earth once a day [6]. The
resolution available from the Planet Labs CubeSats is lower than would generally be
considered for a space-based imaging system, at an estimated three to five meter GSD, but
Planet Labs is expecting that the decreased spatial resolution will be offset by the greatly
increased temporal resolution of their system – there is currently no other system with
comparable spatial resolution providing the sort of daily coverage planned [7]. Their
website touts applications in change detection, mapping, monitoring, and logistics for a
variety of commercial and industrial customer bases.
In addition to the almost whole-Earth mosaic Planet Labs is planning, Skybox Imaging,
another space start-up, is planning a constellation of small satellites providing sub-meter
resolution color imagery and video of the Earth. Their constellation will be smaller than
Planet Labs’, set to reach 15 satellites if current contracts are executed, but is still larger
than traditional Earth imaging architectures [8]. The primary product as Skybox envisions
it, is not the imagery or video itself, but the information that can be gleaned from that data
by analysts working within the data platform they have developed along with their
satellites [9].
Commercial industry does not move into a market without the expectation of success,
so the recent Skybox and Planet Labs developments indicate that the technology may have
come of age. Given the price point, improved technology, and commercial forays into small
satellites, it is time to reexamine the use of small satellites for imaging missions. In order to
do that, we must understand that the question within the small satellite community is now
not whether a particular mission can be accomplished with small satellites, because given
enough time, money, and engineering nearly any problem can be solved, but whether that
investment is worthwhile. It is a matter of evaluating whether a particular system concept
could be used to accomplish a particular mission, helping system designers separate
concepts that could be pursued from concepts that should be pursued. Should a small
6

satellite design be considered for a given mission? How should a designer go about
answering that question and what must be considered in the trade space to reach a
complete and accurate answer? An analytical framework is needed to resolve these
questions. This work will attempt to construct such an analytical framework for Earth
imaging system concepts.
An overview of the objectives and work to be accomplished as part of this project is
discussed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 expands on the tools and techniques to be used in
carrying out the steps of the analysis framework and discusses the state of research on the
particular application of small satellites to be evaluated in this proposed work. Chapter 4
discusses the details of the reference CubeSat and microsatellite designs to be used, and
contains an analysis of the image quality available from each proposed system. Chapter 5
contains a review of the algorithm selected for this work and the mission feasibility
analysis. A notional constellation design is discussed in Chapter 6 with a final discussion of
the value of the system with respect to the cost of implementation. The analysis framework
is applied to a different problem involving the use of CubeSats for an emergency response
situation in Chapter 7, demonstrating the flexibility of the framework. The last chapter
reviews the work completed and the refinements made to the analytical framework.
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Chapter 2 Objectives
2.1 Objectives
The overall objective of this research is to produce an analytical framework or process
by which a given small satellite concept could be evaluated for use in a particular Earth
imaging mission. The process will be developed and then refined by performing the
analysis for a wide area search (WAS) mission using two novel Earth imaging small satellite
concepts, one a CubeSat and one a microsatellite. These novel satellite designs will be used
as the reference designs for state of the art imaging systems in their respective satellite
classes.

2.2 Approach
1. Develop an initial analysis framework by which the ability of a particular small
satellite design to fulfill a given imaging mission can be assessed. The initial
framework steps are:
a. Reevaluate current imaging mission requirements and develop a baseline
set of requirements for a new imaging mission.
b. Identify satellite or environmental attributes that may affect image
quality.
c. Assess the image quality achievable from reference designs for two state
of the art small satellite imaging systems. This includes assessing their
quality as planned and suggesting design and use changes that may
increase the baseline capability. Building upon the results of the image
quality and the mission design work, develop simulated images for the
reference designs.
d. Develop a process by which the selected mission can be performed using
satellite imagery available from the reference design small satellites. This
may require developing detection techniques and algorithms suitable for
use with lower resolution imagery.
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e. Determine whether the mission as defined in the first step can be
performed with either of the reference designs.
f. Develop and evaluate a notional constellation design or mission
architecture to accomplish the mission.
2. Refine and flesh out the initial process by analyzing the use of selected small
satellite designs for a WAS mission.

2.3 Contribution to the Field
Many papers and proposals have been written on the use of small satellites for
experimental or research and development platforms, but little rigorous work has been
done to determine whether these systems might be suitable as replacements for existing
large systems or to augment the current capabilities. This work will develop the analytical
framework necessary for such an analysis. The framework will be refined and further
developed by conducting a study of two current designs that are optimized for Earth
observation to ascertain if they would be suitable for a mission that is not achievable using
current assets. In addition, this work will investigate the techniques and/or algorithms
necessary to conduct a wide area search mission using lower resolution imagery.
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Chapter 3 Background and Theory
This section will set the stage for the analysis by stepping through the first two steps of
the framework, the requirements and image quality factors analyses, and by developing the
tools and techniques required for each of the steps of the analysis framework. The
framework is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Initial framework for small satellite imaging system analysis.
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Step 1 will be completed by analyzing the requirements for current imaging missions
and identifying requirements for a new imaging mission that could be implemented using
small satellites. This analysis is presented in Section 3.2. The next section, 3.3, deals with
image quality. In Section 3.3.1, the factors that affect image quality for systems of this type
will be identified, completing Step 2. The remainder of Section 3.3 discusses the theory and
techniques needed to perform the image quality assessment portion of Step 3, the first subblock in “Assess Image Quality” in Figure 2. The necessary radiometry and the process of
generating simulated images for Step 3 is discussed in Section 3.4. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 are
not meant to repeat information that is well known, but to identify things that must be
modeled, why, and how that will be done. Previous work on image processing techniques
that are applicable to the problem of wide area search will be reviewed in Section 3.5,
setting up the work that will be completed in Step 4. Section 3.6 will review basic
constellation designs that are applicable to the problem of sizing a satellite constellation.

3.1 Space Systems Engineering Processes
The concept of a framework to help design a satellite system is not new; there are
existing systems engineering processes available, some even tailored to space systems
engineering. The focus of these processes is ensuring that the right system is designed and
built to fulfill a given mission though, not whether a concept that may already be designed,
or in some cases built, would be useful if deployed. Still, a review of the major existing
processes and some of the attempts already undertaken to adjust them for small satellite
development is needed to understand where this current work fits.
Systems engineering processes, especially those for space systems, are designed to
engineer as much risk out of the program or system as possible. As such, they are timeconsuming, detail-oriented frameworks which tend to be well-suited for large teams
working on high-value programs that last years but are less applicable to small teams and
small programs that may be choosing to accept more risk in order to try something new or
produce a system more cheaply or quickly. These frameworks are also intended to develop
systems that fulfill an identified need. In other words, once a particular need is identified, a
program is started that will build a system to answer that particular need and every aspect
of the program revolves about meeting the requirements derived from that identified need.
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This is an excellent structure for a large, high-value program where it is important to build
what is needed and avoid unnecessary, and likely costly, additions. It is, however, less
applicable to R&D programs whose main goal is not necessarily to fulfill an identified need
but to see if a particular mission can be performed, if a new sensor or component performs
as expected, or to experiment with a new design.
The best-known systems engineering (SE) process in satellite design is the Space
Mission Analysis and Design (SMAD) process described in Space Mission Engineering: The
New SMAD [10]. The SMAD process is a 14-step process divided into four main process
blocks as shown in Figure 3. The process starts with defining the objectives and constraints
of the mission, in accordance with the identified need, and ends with system requirements
that are allocated to the various subsystems. It is a process designed to balance competing
requirements and constraints, the views of stakeholders, the budget, and what is
technically feasible to arrive at a system design that fulfills the identified need. It is
designed to produce the “right” system the first time, not necessarily to produce something
that will work for now and which can be built upon as possible improvements are
identified down the road. This is important when designing large space systems, since once
the satellite has launched no hardware modifications can be made and the cost of each
satellite is likely to be high enough to preclude a trial-and-error approach.
Block

Step

1. Define the broad (qualitative) objectives and constraints
2. Define the principal players
Define Objectives and Constraints
3. Define the program timescale
4. Estimate the quantitative needs, requirements, and constraints
5. Define alternative mission architectures
Define Alternative Mission Concepts or Designs 6. Define alternative mission concepts
7. Define the likely system drivers and key requirements
8. Conduct performance assessments and system trades
9. Evaluate mission utility
Evaluate the Alternative Mission Concepts
10. Design the baseline mission concept and architecture
11. Revise the quantitative requirements and constraints
12. Iterate and explore other alternatives
13. Define system requirements
Define and Allocate System Requirements
14. Allocate the requirements to system elements

Figure 3. The SMAD process.
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Once the SMAD process has produced allocated system requirements, system design to
meet those requirements is conducted. System design for large satellites is often conducted
under the guidance of an established acquisition process that is designed to work with the
common SE processes. These acquisition processes are, like the current SE processes,
designed with large programs in mind, and as such assume a certain level of staffing and
funding are available for the program. They encompass many reviews and gateways for
moving from one phase to another, all with the goal of designing and producing the right
system the first time. The system design process used by the Department of Defense (DoD)
is shown in Figure 4 below. The SMAD text provides guidance on how to complete the
system engineering and design work that occurs in the first four phases of this acquisition
process: material solution analysis, technology development, engineering and
manufacturing development, and, to a lesser degree, production and deployment.

Figure 4. The DoD acquisition process [11].

The SMAD process is a highly structured, sequential process, but not all large SE
processes follow that mold. The SIMILAR process, championed by the International Council
on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) has feedback loops built into every step (see Figure 5)
[12], [13]. SIMILAR stands for: State the problem, Investigate alternatives, Model the
system, Integrate, Launch the system, Assess performance, and Re-evaluate. SIMILAR is a
generic SE process, designed to be applied to business problems as well as hardware
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engineering problems and as such, includes some steps that must be modified in order to
be applied to a space systems engineering problem.

Figure 5. The SIMILAR systems engineering process [12].

Like the SMAD process, SIMILAR starts with an identified need. Once the need is
supplied by the customer, the problem is stated in plain terms describing what must be
done to satisfy the requirements derived from the need. Then alternative solutions to the
problem are identified and evaluated based on cost and performance. The third step is to
model the design, or competing designs, developed in the second step. Next is integration,
which in SIMILAR includes identifying interfaces between subsystems and ensuring that
the parts work as a whole. The fifth step is launching the system, meaning that the system
is run to see what outputs are produced. This is different for different types of systems. For
instance, in engineering, this can mean producing designs or producing a prototype system
to see how it operates. After launch, the performance of the system is assessed to see how
well it meets the requirements and satisfies the identified need. The last step is to reevaluate the system solution based on the performance assessment.
There are two issues with applying this process to satellite SE. The first is that the
feedback loop for the last three steps, launch, assess, and re-evaluate, is less effective
because the system’s true outputs cannot be assessed until the satellite is on-orbit and
performing its mission. At that time, the performance is extensively evaluated and assessed
and changes are fed into future designs, but the chance to rectify any problems may be
years away when the next satellite launches. Satellite designers cannot typically afford to
send a system into orbit just to see how it performs so more time must be spent in the early
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stages to ensure the system will perform as expected. As much of the performance
assessment as possible is done in the modeling and integration stages to minimize the risk
that the satellite fails to perform on orbit.
The other issue is that while the SIMILAR process is simple to understand, it may be
difficult to implement for users who do not have much experience in systems engineering,
satellite or payload design, or mission design. The descriptions for each step are general,
allowing the process to be implemented across many different fields, but the lack of specific
guidance for the steps means that users must rely on their own understanding of the
problem and their knowledge of the field.
These established approaches are recognized to be unsuitable for smaller, riskier
efforts such as small satellites [14]. Other methods have been suggested, some by groups
with experience designing large spacecraft and some by the academic community trying to
adapt and improve upon the existing SE processes. The primary shortfall in the processes
discussed is that they are top-down, assuming that a system is being designed to fill a need,
which makes deriving requirements and evaluating the mission utility simple. A situation
in which one starts with an interesting concept, or an already built experimental system, is
not addressed by existing processes. The question existing processes answer is “What does
the system need to do?” rather than “What can the system do and how could that be used?”
Members of The Aerospace Corporation posed a similar question in a 2001 paper in the
Conference on Small Satellites, noting that small satellites, rather than starting with
requirements and moving to a design, often started with a given volume and mass or
configuration and allowed a designer to figure out what payload could be supported [14],
[15]. The paper proposed a solution to the problem of whether the conceived payload
would be feasible in a certain satellite design, but did not take the next step of determining
whether the proposed system would be useful.
Other SE processes have been developed with the idea of simplifying existing processes
for small satellite designs. There are two issues with the existing body of SE work for small
satellites: 1) the focus is often on the design of the satellite system or spacecraft bus
without regard for whether the mission, if one is discussed, would be a useful or worthy
mission to perform [15], [16], and 2) many of the “new” processes are abstracted to the
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point of impracticality in designing an actual satellite system. Small satellites, especially
CubeSats, have found widespread use in university settings, where a satellite design team
may have enthusiasm but little practical experience in designing satellites, hardware, or
software. An abstract SE process would be impractical for such a group. That same
inexperience may lead to an excellent satellite bus design for which the mission or payload
is secondary, resulting in duplicate missions or missions in which no significant scientific
or engineering goal is achieved, as discussed in Chapter 1.
A paper published in the IEEE Systems Journal proposed an SE analysis tool to help
designers develop mass and power budgets [16]. These tools were developed by examining
previous small satellite missions in LEO. The tools were applied to the problem of
developing mass and power budgets for a meteorology mission employing highly adaptive
small satellites (HASS). HASS systems, described by the authors in earlier work [17], are
small satellites that eliminate wire harnesses and subsystem boundaries in design by
functioning as systems of systems. However, the subsystem budgeting method is claimed to
be extensible to any class of small satellites provided there is an established history of
flying particular missions and sizes of small satellites. This input is needed to obtain
estimates using this method which limits its utility.
A new system design process for small satellites was proposed by a group at the Air
Force Institute of Technology that combined parts of the SMAD process and Hall’s process
[15], [18]. This proposed new process, MODSAT, was an eight-step process (see Figure 6).
While it is more specific to small satellite design than the Hall process, and more
streamlined than the SMAD process, the MODSAT process still has shortcomings with
respect to our goals. First, the process is still need-based, relying upon outside definition of
requirements or a problem. This means the question of whether the mission as described is
a worthwhile use of resources is not analyzed. Second, like the SIMILAR process, the steps
are too vague to be employed by a team that does not have a background in satellite design.
It should be noted that this process was developed by students in the systems engineering
program at AFIT, likely for implementation by teams with similar technical backgrounds.
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Step
Problem
Definition
Value System
Design
Trade Studies
Modeling
System
Synthesis

Action
Scope nature of the problem
Capture decision maker's needs and
goals; create evaluation structure for
alternatives
Link broad design decisions directly to
the study's goals and objectives
Formulate predictive or descriptive
tool(s) to represent activities; analyze
various configurations
Create alternative solution sets

Score each alternative against problem's
evaluation structure
Perform sensititvity analysis on solution
Decision Making
sets
Develop plans for fielding the selected
Implementation
alternative(s)

System Analysis

Figure 6. The MODSAT process developed by AFIT.

Some groups have taken a more mathematical approach to simplifying systems
engineering for small satellites. The Reliable and Formal Design (RFD) process is an
analytical method for developing “high-confidence designs” for picosatellites and
nanosatellites that are “correct by construction” [19], [20]. RFD is model-based and relies
on formal methods throughout the process. The initial requirements are written in plain
language and then translated to logical functions that are used to model the system. RFD is
designed to result in the best satellite design given a selected mission – one must know
what the satellite is required to do before the full description of the system can be written.
While interesting, there is little practical application demonstrated, and implementation by
a small satellite designer would appear to require a background in formal methods as well
as satellite design.
Both the large SE processes and the adaptations of them to small satellites prove
inadequate in helping a system designer decide whether a system concept can be applied to
a given mission and what the utility of that system might be. Parts of the satellite SE
processes will appear in this work, because an understanding of how satellites operate is
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essential to modeling imaging system performance, but on their own, none of them can be
used to accomplish this goal. The framework described herein attempts to integrate both
imaging system design and modeling, and space systems engineering to produce an
analytical framework that can be understood and used by system designers who may have
a background in imaging systems or in satellite design, or by those evaluating small
satellite concepts for investment.

3.2 Overhead Imaging Mission Requirements
One of the reasons CubeSats were not considered for operational missions, even once
the components had improved, was the requirements attached to those missions. This
work will focus on optical Earth imaging from satellites, a mission for which there is an
apparent bias for improved spatial resolution above nearly all else in an attempt to see
objects on the ground in as much detail as possible. Due to the way an Earth imaging
mission is conceived, CubeSats have been impossible to implement.
3.2.1 Current Imaging Mission Requirements
Given the types of Earth imaging satellites various countries and commercial entities
have launched, some conclusions can be drawn about the mission requirements. First, most
satellites are optimized for spatial resolution, so they have long focal lengths and large
apertures. This results in a narrow system field of view (FOV) relative to the portion of the
Earth that is viewable from a given orbital geometry. For example, the first commercial
high resolution Earth observation satellite, IKONOS, had a FOV of less than one degree
based on its orbital altitude and swath width. Later systems were able to expand their FOVs
due to advances in detector technology, but they remained small: QuickBird has a FOV of
2.1°, SPOT-5 has a FOV of 4.18°, and GeoEye-2 which is built but not yet launched will have
a FOV of 1.22°.
The second observable requirement is the preferred orbit. High resolution Earth
imaging systems tend to use sun-synchronous polar orbits, which allow coverage of the
entire Earth and keep the solar illumination angle nearly the same in each image, providing
consistent sun shadows. This simplifies the calculation of revisit times for any given area as
the temporal resolution depends mainly on the orbital period and hence, on the orbital
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altitude. Orbits of 500 to 1000 km are common for polar orbiting Earth observation
systems.
The last observable requirement is less of a measureable requirement than a design
guideline: build the best system one can within the available budget. An unintended
consequence of the requirement to maximize spatial resolution is that the satellites tended
to be large to maximize the size of the optics. The physical size of any satellite is limited by
the launch vehicle that will carry it into space. The length and diameter of the stowed
satellite is based on the space available within the payload fairing of the launch vehicle.
Within the constraints of available space and funding, builders attempt to build the best
system they can. Given the preference for high spatial resolution, the “best system” often
meant the largest optics and as a result, satellite optical systems were sized to the fairing
and everything else was built around the optical system. IKONOS and Worldview-3 provide
examples of this design philosophy. As seen in Figure 7, the bulk of both satellites is the
telescope body and sensor system, with the other components arranged at the base of the
system.

Figure 7. Worldview-3 and IKONOS designs [21]. Note that the bulk of both satellites is the
telescope body and sensor system.

3.2.2 New Mission Requirements
CubeSats are not a good fit to perform traditional high resolution Earth observation
missions as defined above. Their small size limits the achievable spatial resolution to the
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order of single meters at best, far coarser than the sub-meter resolution of commercial
systems in use today. CubeSats have an advantage in their cost, however, which means that
instead of building a handful of high-resolution satellites as part of a constellation,
constellations of dozens or even hundreds of satellites can be considered. Then the
question becomes not what utility can one satellite offer but what utility could a large
constellation of satellites offer. The analysis hinges on what could be achieved with
moderate quality and much larger quantities than are traditionally considered.
If the goal of an Earth observation mission is to capture images of certain activities,
objects, or changes on the ground, then unless the exact timing and location of those
activities or objects is known, the goal must be to see everything all the time – constant
surveillance of every point. With traditional Earth imaging systems, this was an
unachievable goal. Their small FOVs meant that many such satellites would be needed in a
constellation to provide that type of coverage, but their expense made the required
numbers impossible. With a cheaper to build and easier to launch system though, a
constellation of a hundred satellites is no longer beyond consideration.
Any mission or system design is a compromise between the ultimate goal of the mission
and what is reasonably achievable given the state of technology and the funding available.
It is up to the mission designers to determine what set of compromises best accomplish the
mission. There are two main points in the basic Earth imaging mission above: seeing
everything and doing so constantly. The constant surveillance clause in particular is better
enabled by small satellites than traditional systems. Using small satellites allows mission
designers to plan large constellations of satellites, and using a large constellation of
satellites allows designers to plan for frequent revisit coverage of more of the Earth,
approaching the goal of constant surveillance. This will not likely achieve the level of
constant surveillance of every point on Earth, for which large FOVs and very high orbits are
required, but it does permit more coverage than is currently possible with large Earth
imaging systems.
Another compromise that must be made is narrowing down the mission from “see
everything” to capturing the objects or activities that are of most interest. Working from
the point of view of a Department of Defense (DoD) mission, it can be reasonably assumed
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that only man-made objects or human activities are of interest. This narrows the
requirement to seeing man-made things and perhaps people.
If only man-made objects are sought, then the area under surveillance can be further
narrowed. One of the negative aspects of a sun-synchronous polar orbit is that the satellite
spends a considerable amount of time over both the north and south poles where there is
typically little to be seen. Since there is little human activity at the poles relative to the rest
of the world, they can be eliminated as an area of the Earth needing coverage, which not
only reduces the coverage area but also permits consideration of other orbits. On one hand,
eliminating this area may seem ill-considered, given that the recent melting of the Arctic ice
caps has given rise to increased human activity in the area, but even setting aside the
relative levels of activity in the Arctic versus the rest of the world, the polar regions can be
well-covered by existing polar-orbiting Earth imaging assets.
The consideration of what is covered by existing assets allows another assumption as
well: objects that are already known are being covered by existing assets. With this
assumption, the focus can be shifted from monitoring known sites to searching for new or
unknown sites. The problem now is a wide area search (WAS) problem – finding a specific
thing or type of thing in a large area. This is a problem for which CubeSats may be
particularly well suited. One of the biggest hurdles in performing a WAS mission is covering
the search area in a timely fashion. With traditional Earth imaging assets, this would be a
problem for the reasons discussed above. CubeSat constellations can be much larger, which
gives them an advantage in covering a large area.
The ability to cover and image a large area is only part of the problem, however. Once
the data is collected it must be analyzed to determine if there is anything of interest in the
image. Here two more barriers to a WAS mission come to the foreground: the limited
throughput of both the communications systems and human analysts. It is a known
problem that more data are collected than can typically be analyzed by humans, especially
if one uses only trained analysts. It takes time for any analyst to examine every image and
the supply of trained analysts is limited. A process is needed to flag images of potential
interest to limit the amount of data trained analysts must review. This is why in cases such
as the Malaysian Airlines Flight 370 crash, where Digital Globe collected imagery to help
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the search effort, they have created a site to crowdsource the search process [22]. Many
untrained analysts examine each image searching for a particular target and mark areas
they think contain the target. Only areas marked by many people will be further examined.
The other option to solve the data problem is to have machines search images for
objects of interest. If a reliable set of algorithms can be developed to search the images, the
human workload could be greatly reduced. In addition, this has the potential to solve the
last remaining challenge in searching large areas of the Earth: getting the data collected to
the ground. Many space systems have limited downlink ability, either due to the on-board
communications hardware, the availability of ground station time, the time they spend over
ground stations, or a combination of the three. Even if images could be collected of every
point in an unknown area, the amount of data collected would likely exceed the downlink
capability of the collection system. If captured images could be processed on-board to
determine if there was a man-made object in the scene, then only flagged images would
need to be transmitted to the ground. This one change could solve two problems.
At this point, a description of the desired system can be written. This system will
comprise a constellation of CubeSats or small satellites that can cover all areas of interest
on the Earth at a frequency of every several days to one week, analyze collected imagery
on-board to determine if objects of interest are present, and downlink only flagged imagery
to the ground. Areas of interest are defined as areas that are not already known to contain
man-made structures or activity and which are somewhat likely to be used for new
structures or activity. This is limited to the land area of the Earth between the Arctic and
Antarctic Circles. The on-board processing algorithms must be efficient enough to
implement within the constraints of a CubeSat or small satellite computer design.
3.2.3 Mission Concept and Requirements Process
Based on the mission and requirements analysis performed in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2,
a process was developed to assist new teams and system designers to create a mission
concept and associated requirements that augment or replace current missions or which
add entirely new capabilities. The steps in the process are shown below.
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1. Review the existing systems that are like the system under consideration –
determine if the new system will replace or augment existing capabilities or
provide an entirely new capability
2. Define the mission space – decide what goal is to be accomplished
3. Identify key parameters or requirements – what is needed to accomplish that
goal
4. Narrow the mission space by considering external factors
a. Physical reality or pragmatic considerations
b. Other systems or missions that may fill part of the mission space
c. Considerations arising from the concept that provide limits or boundaries
5. Define or assign values to key parameters or requirements that fulfill the goals of
the narrowed mission space
6. Construct a system description capturing the mission requirements
3.2.3.1 Review existing requirements

This step encompasses all of Section 3.2.1 and the first part of Section 3.2.2. Reviewing
the capabilities of existing systems helps the system designer understand what parts of the
mission space are already occupied. Looking in detail at the requirements for existing
systems aids in determining whether the new system will be able to replace the existing
systems or add a capability that current systems do not provide. This is where the system
designer can compare the capabilities and attributes of existing and conceived systems to
see how the new system differs and how it might be able to contribute.
For the example of small imaging satellites, existing systems cover high-resolution, low
revisit rate imaging. The thing that sets small satellites apart from existing imaging systems
is their low cost, which enables them to be built in larger quantities. Small satellites can add
capabilities that rely more on the quantity of systems or images rather than the quality, in
this case resolution.
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3.2.3.2 Define the mission space

Defining the mission space is identifying the overall goal to be achieved with the
system. Initial goals can be broad. Mission space definition occurred in Section 3.2.2 when
the goal of the small satellite-enabled mission was determined to be constant surveillance
of the Earth.
3.2.3.3 Identify key parameters

Not included specifically in Section 3.2.2 is the identification of the key parameters on
which mission success hinges. The key parameters for the small satellite system are revisit
rate, coverage, and resolution, which is evident in the time spent discussing these
parameters. While values do not need to be assigned at this point, it is important to identify
the factors upon which the mission will depend.
3.2.3.4 Narrow the mission space

Narrowing the mission space is an important step in ensuring that the system is both
achievable and affordable. In this step, three external factors are considered: physical
reality or pragmatic considerations, other systems and missions that fill part of the mission
space, and considerations arising from the concept itself that provide additional limits or
boundaries.
A pragmatic consideration in this case is the fact that constant surveillance of the whole
Earth would require on the order of one million satellites given the size of these small
systems. This is an impractical system, and so some less than constant level of surveillance
must be accepted. The goal of imaging the whole Earth can be constrained as well by
considering what is actually sought in the imagery. In this case, it was determined that only
man-made structures were sought, so the global coverage requirement was reduced to only
the land mass between the Arctic and Antarctic circles.
Since the system designer has examined existing systems in the first step of this
process, taking into account what part of the mission space they occupy is simple. Anything
that is covered by an existing system need not be addressed by the new system, so for this
case, that means the polar regions may be ignored and it can be assumed that known
structures are already being imaged. At this point, the system designer has identified the
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mission as a wide area search problem, looking for new structures or activities, rather than
a constant surveillance problem.
The last way to narrow the mission space is to examine the concept itself for additional
constraints. Man-made activities are more likely to occur on land, so only land masses will
be imaged, further reducing the necessary coverage. Even with these restrictions on the
needed coverage however, the amount of data generated by a system like this posed a
problem for both communications and human analyst throughput, so automated
processing is required at a minimum, with a goal of achieving automated processing on
board the spacecraft.
3.2.3.5 Assign values to key parameters

The system designer must now examine the original parameters and assign values to
them that will fulfill the mission as defined after the mission space was narrowed. In this
case, spatial and temporal resolution limits were determined and an on-board processing
requirement was adopted. The revisit rate could be anywhere from one day to one week
and still discover new or unknown structures. The spatial resolution must be sufficient to
distinguish buildings and vehicles.
3.2.3.6 Construct a system description

At the end of the process, the system designer writes a system description summarizing
the requirements and goals of the system. This is what is contained in the last paragraph of
Section 3.2.2. This is the end product of the requirements evaluation and generation
process. While not as detailed as the output of many standard SE processes, the major goals
and performance drivers of the system should be understood at this point. In addition, the
consideration of the capabilities of existing systems minimizes the chances of producing
duplicate missions or capabilities.

3.3 Image Quality
Now that the basic requirements of the system are understood, the ability of the system
to produce imagery must be assessed. At a basic level, the job of any imaging system is to
capture a real world scene with the greatest fidelity possible. In a system comprising only
optics, the image capture can be described as
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𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦)
where f(x,y) is the scene, h(x,y) is the point spread function (PSF) of the optics, and g(x,y) is
the resulting image. The PSF describes how a single point in the scene is captured in the
image. Any point passing through the optics will be blurred somewhat and the PSF is a
measure of that blurring. The goal of the imaging system is to get g(x,y) to match f(x,y) as
closely as possible, which means h(x,y) must be optimized. Image quality is a measure of
how well this goal has been achieved.
3.3.1 Factors that Affect Image Quality
The first step in the analysis is to consider the factors that may affect the quality of the
end product image to define the trade space. These may be internal to the system or
external factors like environmental attributes and collection conditions. In addition, these
may be things that either can or cannot be controlled by the satellite designer. For example,
the quality of the detector affects the image quality and the selection of an appropriate
detector is part of the satellite designer’s job, but the atmospheric conditions at the time of
collection also affect the quality and this is something over which the designer exercises no
control. The key is to understand the effect each factor has on image quality and to
determine what part of it, if any, can be affected by the satellite designer. Anything the
designer can control is part of the trade space.
Many factors affect the quality of images captured by space-based imaging systems.
Some of these are common to all imaging systems: the optical design, the detector
specifications, the atmosphere, and the radiometric properties of the scene being imaged.
Other factors, like downlink capability or platform velocity and altitude, are unique to
space platforms or to moving imaging platforms. The reference designs considered in this
work, and many other CubeSat imaging systems designs, use panchromatic framing
imagers which bring both advantages and additional issues. For a small satellite with a
panchromatic framing imager, the factors that affect image quality are shown in Figure 8
along with a brief description of their effects. The effects of each are discussed briefly in the
following paragraphs.
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Figure 8. The factors that affect image quality.

Physical Size. The physical size of the system limits the potential of every subsystem of
the satellite: power; communications; the guidance, navigation and control system which
controls platform pointing and stability as well as keeping account of the satellite location;
and, most importantly, the payload. In terms of the payload, the size of the satellite affects
both the optics and the detector selected. The optics are most notably limited by the size of
the aperture and the focal length possible in a small system. The dimensions of the
spacecraft provide a hard physical limit for the aperture diameter. This is true as well for
the detector; a smaller detector is necessary to fit the constraints of the vehicle which limits
the field of view of the system.
Payload Design. The physical size provides hard limits for the payload components, but
within these limits, the specific design affects the image quality. The payload design is a
factor over which the system designer has a great deal of control.
To overcome the physical limit placed on the focal length, a two-mirror design such as a
Cassegrain or Gregorian system may be employed, which provides a longer effective focal
length in the same space. This will affect both the FOV and the ground sample distance
(GSD) of the system, limiting the FOV but providing a lower GSD. The effect of the specific
design of the optical system can be modeled as a modulation transfer function (MTF)
applied to the image. The specifics of this are discussed in Section 3.3.2.1.
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The detector selected for the payload will also have a large impact on the image. The
physical design of the detector, the number of pixels and the pixel size, will affect the
structure of the image via the FOV and GSD, respectively. Another physical element of the
detector that directly affects the image is the well depth, the number of electrons that can
be held in a pixel before the pixel is saturated. If the well depth of a detector is too low for
the expected incoming signal, the detector will saturate easily and the resulting images may
be low contrast. This, combined with the dynamic range of the detector, yields the
quantum step equivalence. The step size determines what level of change in the signal is
necessary to notice a change in the detector output. The well depth and dynamic range
have a direct impact on the resulting image quality. The quality of the detector, specifically
the quantum efficiency (QE) and the noise, will affect the achievable signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). Better QE means that more of the collected photons are translated into an electron
signal. A large part of the SNR will be determined by the collection conditions since shot
noise scales with signal, but the noise of the detector also plays a part. Some of the inherent
uncertainty can be controlled by selecting a detector with lower values for dark current,
read noise, bias noise, and fixed pattern noise. Both the physical and noise characteristics
can be modeled in a simulated image. The physical structure is accounted for in the pixel
size and the number of pixels comprising the image. The different noise terms can be added
to an image after it is generated to understand the image quality degradation. Another
aspect of the detector that can affect the image quality is the integration time used for a
collection. This affects the amount of signal collected so the SNR can vary and smear may
appear in the image. Smear is the result of satellite motion, and is discussed in Section
3.3.2.3. The detector structural effects are discussed in Section 3.3.2.2, and the SNR is
discussed in Section 3.3.4.2. The effects of the well depth and dynamic range are discussed
in Section 3.4.1 as part of the image simulation process.
Platform Stability. Platform stability refers to the pointing accuracy and jitter of the
satellite. The pointing accuracy of the satellite depends upon the attitude determination
and control subsystem (ADCS) which is a satellite component that is often much less
capable in CubeSats than in larger satellites. A standard small satellite may have a fullfeatured three-axis stabilization system, but even miniaturized, this is a large component
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for a CubeSat. Jitter is the high-frequency vibration of the satellite resulting from a variety
of sources, including the satellite’s motion as it orbits and the vibration of working satellite
components. Jitter occurs randomly in every direction. Since the jitter spectrum depends
on the satellite design, it can be controlled to an extent by the satellite designer, but some
jitter is unavoidable. The jitter spectrum can be modeled as an MTF and included in the
system MTF as described in Section 3.3.2.4.
Communications. The communications system affects image quality via the downlink
capability of the satellite. Large scale, high quality images are large digital files and
satellites can downlink only over certain ground stations at certain times and at speeds
limited by their own transmitting equipment. In order to transmit the collected data to the
ground, an image file may need to be compressed or pre-processed on-board, either of
which may render some of the original data unrecoverable. This would result in a
degradation of the image quality when received on the ground. While this does affect the
image quality received on the ground, the system under consideration in this work will use
on-board processing, so communication system effects will not be included in this work.
Orbit. The orbit of the satellite determines not only the parts of Earth it will be capable
of observing, but also the altitude and velocity of the satellite. The altitude directly affects
the FOV and GSD achievable by the system; the lower the altitude, the lower the GSD and
FOV. The velocity affects the motion-induced smear present in the final image. A satellite in
orbit 500 km above the Earth moves at a velocity of 7.62 km/s on-orbit, which translates to
just over 7 km/s on the ground. Depending on the integration time and the GSD, the
satellite may move far enough during the image capture to present smear. The satellite
designer cannot directly control the velocity of the satellite on-orbit – the velocity is a
direct result of the orbit chosen – but by understanding the potential effect of smear on the
image quality the designer can avoid poor image quality by using a detector with larger
pixels, selecting a higher initial orbit, or shortening the integration time. Thus, motioninduced smear is considered in the trade space. In addition to being calculated as a number
of pixels of smear present in an image, the effect of smear on the image can be modeled as a
contributor to the system MTF as described in Section 3.3.2.3 with the orbital mechanics of
smear discussed in Section 3.3.3.
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Atmosphere. The atmosphere is something over which the designer exercises no
control, but which contributes to image quality in several ways. The easiest effect to
understand is that of cloud cover, which can either obscure sections of an image entirely or
simply lower the apparent contrast depending on the type of cloud cover. The effect of
cloud cover is better thought of as an effect that determines whether the single image is
usable or not. In addition, it cannot be controlled by the system designer so it will not be
included in the image modelling. The other effects both have to do with the composition of
the atmosphere: atmospheric transmission and scattering by particulates. Atmospheric
transmission is a measure of the spectral absorption of the constituent molecules in the
atmosphere. If a particular wavelength is absorbed well by a molecule in the atmosphere,
then less of that wavelength will make it through the atmosphere. Scattering by
particulates in the atmosphere affects image quality mainly by adding background noise to
the image. The signal is the light that reflected off the target and reached the sensing
system. In this sense, light from other sources can be considered noise. Due to atmospheric
light scattering, some of the light inbound from the source will scatter in the atmosphere
and be reflected up to the sensor. In addition, some light reflected from parts of the scene
adjacent to an area of interest may be scattered into the sensor in such a way that it
appears to have originated from the area of interest. Without detailed atmospheric
measurements, the transmission and scattering effects cannot be modeled entirely
accurately, however standard or average atmosphere values are used based on the region
and time of year. These effects can be incorporated into a model by using a radiative
transfer program like MODTRAN. This is discussed in Section 3.4.1.
Space Environment. The effects of the space environment are not immediately apparent
in an imaging system. All space systems are exposed to the charged particle environment
near Earth as they orbit. Over time, two main effects manifest: the particles may interact
with the materials in the system and degrade performance, and the atmospheric drag may
degrade low altitude orbits. Material degradation mainly affects image quality through the
damage to the optics and focal plane array (FPA). The optics, depending on the material
used, may darken over time and become less transmissive. The FPA may be damaged by
charged particles impacting the detector material, resulting in dead pixels or hot pixels,
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traps, or increased dark current, among other effects depending on the type of detector
used. This damage will reduce the detector’s ability to accurately capture and read out the
incoming radiation, which is a direct degradation of image quality. Environmental damage
effects are difficult to predict, however, and satellite designers can include materials that
are radiation hardened or tolerant in the design, so these effects will not be considered in
this analysis.
Depending on the orbit and surface area of the satellite, atmospheric drag may also be
an issue. This effect is more pronounced at orbital altitudes lower than 500 km and for
spacecraft with large surface area [23]. The International Space Station, for example, often
boosts to regain altitude lost due to orbital drag. As the satellite loses altitude, the GSD and
FOV both decrease which provides an improvement to image quality but may shorten the
system’s lifespan.
A summary of the factors that are accounted for in this work is shown in Figure 9. The
factors shown in red text are those that will be included.

Figure 9. Image quality factors that are accounted for in this work are shown in red.

3.3.2 Image Formation
Now that the factors affecting quality have been identified, a more detailed
consideration of those effects and how to model them can be undertaken. Image formation
was discussed above as a process involving the scene and the optics, but real systems
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depend on more than just the optics when translating the scene into an image. The imaging
system itself, as described by h(x,y), contains the optics, including the basic design and any
aberrations or errors stemming from the design and manufacture, the physical aspects of
the detector, as well as environmental factors like smear and jitter. Noise is added to the
convolved PSF and scene so the final product is as shown in Eq. (3-1).
𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦)

(3-1)

Moving from the spatial domain to the frequency domain applies a Fourier transform to
the elements of Eq. (3-1) and transforms the convolution in the first term into a simple
multiplication as shown in Eq. (3-2).
𝐺(𝜉, 𝜂) = 𝐹(𝜉, 𝜂) ∙ 𝐻(𝜉, 𝜂) + 𝑁(𝜉, 𝜂)

(3-2)

The Fourier transform of the PSF is the optical transfer function (OTF). The modulus of
the OTF is the MTF, which describes how well the system captures different frequencies in
the real world scene and transfers them to the image. Capturing the frequencies in a scene
is essential to the goal of accurately imaging the scene, so the MTF is directly related to the
system’s ability to capture a scene with the greatest possible fidelity. Degradations to the
MTF are manifested as blurring or aliasing in the image. While the MTF is only the
magnitude of the OTF, in an incoherent diffraction-limited system this provides a
reasonable approximation of the aperture transfer function [24], [25].
The MTF derived from the optical design alone can be thought of as the baseline
performance for the imaging system – the performance cannot be increased above the
limits set by the MTF of the optics – and all the other factors that can be modeled as an MTF
degrade that baseline performance. The final system MTF is the product of the MTF effects
of the system components, as shown in Eq. (3-3). The components are described in the
following sections.
𝑀𝑇𝐹𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 = 𝑀𝑇𝐹𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠 × 𝑀𝑇𝐹𝑠𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑟 × 𝑀𝑇𝐹𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 × 𝑀𝑇𝐹𝑤𝑓𝑒 × 𝑀𝑇𝐹𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
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(3-3)

3.3.2.1 Optics MTF

The optical designs used in this work are Annulus apertures, one of the three types of
apertures discussed by Fiete et al. in their paper on the image quality of sparse aperture
designs [24]. The Annulus is the simplest design covered and is characterized by a large
primary mirror with a central obscuration, giving it a ring-like shape. While there is a
physical center hole in these telescope designs, the obscuration in the system is the central
area of the primary blocked by the secondary mirror. Cassegrain telescopes are a common
example of an annular optical design. Since the Annulus design described here is from
Fiete, et al., the mathematical conventions in that work will be used.
One of the most important elements in calculating the MTF of an annular design is what
Fiete et al. describe as a “fill factor” – the ratio of the area of the primary aperture with the
obscuration to the area of the primary aperture if there were no obscuration. This is shown
in Eq. (3-4). The higher the fill factor, the better the performance of the aperture will be, as
shown in Figure 10.
𝐹𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠 =

2
𝐴𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦 − 𝐴𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦
𝐷𝑠𝑒𝑐
= 1− 2
= 1 − 𝜀2
𝐴𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦
𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚
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(3-4)

Figure 10. The MTF for an annular optical design at varying fill factors.

Another important element is the optical cutoff frequency, 𝜌𝑐 . The optical cutoff
frequency is the highest frequency that can be accurately transmitted by the optical system.
It is defined as
𝜌𝑐 =

𝐷
𝜆𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑓

(3-5)

where D is the diameter of the primary and f is the focal length of the optical system. The
wavelength used to calculate the optical cutoff frequency is the average wavelength of the
system, which is shown in Eq. (3-6). In this equation, 𝑄𝐸 (𝜆) is the quantum efficiency of the
detector in the system and 𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡 (𝜆) is the transmission of the material used for the optics.
𝜆

𝜆𝑎𝑣𝑒 =

2
∫𝜆 𝜆 𝑄𝐸(𝜆) 𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡 (𝜆) 𝑑𝜆
1

𝜆

2
∫𝜆1 𝑄𝐸(𝜆) 𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡 (𝜆) 𝑑𝜆
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(3-6)

The spatial frequency used in the calculation of the optical MTF is the normalized
frequency, found by dividing the spatial frequency by the cutoff frequency as shown below.
𝜌𝑛 =

𝜌
𝜌𝑐

(3-7)

The MTF for an Annulus style aperture is shown in Eq. (3-8), with the component terms
defined in the following equations. The 𝜀 term in this equation is the ratio of the diameter
of the secondary to the diameter of the primary, as defined in Eq. (3-4).
2𝐴+𝐵+𝐶
𝜋 1 − 𝜀2

𝑀𝑇𝐹𝑎𝑛𝑛 =

𝐴 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠 −1 (𝜌𝑛 ) − 𝜌𝑛 √(1 − 𝜌𝑛2 )

𝜀 2 [𝑐𝑜𝑠 −1 (

𝐵=

for 0 ≤ 𝜌𝑛 ≤ 1

𝜌𝑛
𝜌𝑛
𝜌𝑛 2
) − √1 − ( ) ]
𝜀
𝜀
𝜀

{

(3-8)

0

for 0 ≤ 𝜌𝑛 ≤ 𝜀

{

1−𝜀
2
1−𝜀
1+𝜀
for
≤ 𝜌𝑛 ≤
2
2
1+𝜀
for 𝜌𝑛 >
2
for 0 ≤ 𝜌𝑛 ≤

𝜙
1+𝜀
𝜙
(1 + 𝜀 2 ) − (1 − 𝜀 2 )𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (
𝑡𝑎𝑛 )
2
1−𝜀
2
0

𝜙 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠

(3-10)

for 𝜌𝑛 > 𝜀

−𝜋𝜀 2
𝐶 = −𝜋𝜀 2 + 𝜀 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙 +

(3-9)

−1

1 + 𝜀 2 − 4𝜌𝑛2
(
)
2𝜀

(3-11)

(3-12)

The above method will be used to model the optical MTF for the systems analyzed in
this research.
3.3.2.2 Detector MTF

The physical size and structure of the pixels on the detector acts as another aperture in
the system. Each pixel is viewed as a separate two-dimensional rectangular aperture as
shown in Eq. (3-13) where 𝑑𝑥 and 𝑑𝑦 are the x and y dimensions of the pixels and rect is the
rectangle function defined in Eq. (3-14) [25].
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𝑥 𝑦
𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 = 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 ( , )
𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦

(3-13)

1
2
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑥) = 1
1
𝑖𝑓 |𝑥| =
2
2
{ 0 otherwise

(3-14)

1 𝑖𝑓 |𝑥| <

The MTF of the detector aperture is the Fourier transform of the rect function, which is
a sinc function (see Eq. (3-15)).
𝑀𝑇𝐹𝑑𝑒𝑡 =

sin(𝜋𝑑𝑥 𝜉) sin(𝜋𝑑𝑦 𝜂)
= 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐(𝑑𝑥 𝜉)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐(𝑑𝑦 𝜂)
𝜋𝑑𝑥 𝜉
𝜋𝑑𝑦 𝜂

(3-15)

If a detector fill factor of 100% is assumed, meaning that the each detector element
extends to the edge of each pixel boundary, then the detector dimensions are the same as
1

1

the pixel pitch and results in a detector sampling frequency of 𝑝 or 𝑝 . This does not mean
𝑥

𝑦

that frequencies up to the sampling frequency can be accurately recorded though, since the
critical sampling rate, or Nyquist frequency, of detectors is two samples per wavelength.
This means that a wavelength must extend across at least two detectors to be adequately
1

sampled, resulting in a Nyquist frequency of 2𝑝. Frequencies above this limit will be aliased
and appear as lower frequencies in the image. A plot of the detector MTF is shown in Figure
11. The detector MTF is calculated using the detector sampling frequency as the cutoff
frequency and is normalized by the Nyquist frequency rather than the optical cutoff
frequency as in the case of other MTF contributors.
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Figure 11. Detector MTF. The spatial frequency here is normalized by the Nyquist frequency.
3.3.2.3 Smear

Smear occurs in an image when the imaging system, or the scene, moves while image
capture is in progress, resulting in a relative velocity. Smear is directly related to the
platform velocity and the integration time of the system. The longer the integration time or
the higher the relative velocity, the more motion-induced smear appears in the image.
Smear can be controlled by either shortening the integration time or by decreasing the
relative velocity.
Smear is modeled as a rect function, much like the detector MTF above. In this case, the
𝑑 scaling the rect is the distance resulting from travelling at the relative velocity, 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 ,
for the duration of the integration time, 𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡 . This distance is computed as
𝑑𝑠𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑟 = 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡
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(3-16)

Knowing that the form of smear in an image is described by a rect function, the MTF can
easily be calculated. The smear MTF is shown in Eq. (3-17).
𝑀𝑇𝐹𝑠𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑟 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐(𝑑𝑠𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝜉)

(3-17)

The effects of smear are not only measured using the MTF, however. The length of the
smear is usually counted in pixels rather than distance units, and the more smear present
in the image, the more difficult it becomes to extract information from the image either
visually or using an algorithm. According to Smith et al., smear of between 1 and 2 pixels in
an image is perceptible, but smear of more than 2 pixels is described as “non-negligible”
[26]. This assessment, however, is based upon a visual interpretation of the images, so the
MTFs for varying levels of smear were plotted, as shown in Figure 12. Smear levels from
0.5 pixels to 6 pixels were calculated at 0.5 pixel increments using Eq. (3-17). The MTF for
2 pixels of smear is plotted in red. From examination of this plot, it is seen that 2 pixels of
smear provides an MTF above 0.9 out to a normalized frequency of just above 0.8. This is
excellent performance as it would not severely limit the system MTF when all degradations
to the MTF are considered. A limit of 2 pixels of smear was used as an initial boundary
condition for analysis of the systems, but the limit for machine interpretation of images
was also assessed once a WAS schema was selected.
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Figure 12. MTF for smear ranging from 0.5 to 6 pixels in 0.5 pixel increments. The red MTF line is
the MTF for 2 pixels of smear and the black line is an MTF level of 0.9.
3.3.2.4 Jitter

Jitter is high frequency satellite motion that occurs randomly in all directions around
the line of sight of the imaging sensor. This high frequency motion results in a blurring of
the image the satellite captures, with more severe effects manifesting as integration time
increases. Jitter is modeled as a Gaussian, so jitter is typically given as a standard deviation
in units of degrees or radians in a satellite specification. When modeling jitter as a
contribution to MTF, the jitter standard deviation is measured in pixels. The jitter MTF is
shown in Eq. (3-18) [27].
𝑀𝑇𝐹𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝜌) = 𝑒 −2(𝜋𝜎𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝜌)

2

(3-18)

As with smear, jitter is tolerable at low levels but becomes apparent as 𝜎𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 increases.
According to Fiete, jitter becomes noticeable at 0.4 pixels [27]. Again, this measure was
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determined by examining image interpretability for human analysis, so this limit may be
higher for machine analysis of images. To examine the effect of jitter at different levels, a
plot was created showing the jitter MTF at levels of jitter ranging from 0 pixels to 1 pixel by
increments of 0.1 pixels. The results are shown in Figure 13. Again, the red line denotes 0.4
pixels of jitter, the level at which image quality is affected for human analysts. As seen in
the smear MTF plot, keeping jitter below 0.4 pixels does provide excellent performance; the
MTF is above 0.9 at the 0.4 pixel level until a normalized frequency of 0.87. If the system
under analysis has a jitter much above 0.4 pixels it may be worth examining if that could be
reduced and what MTF improvement would result.

Figure 13. Jitter MTF at levels of jitter from 0 to 1 pixel in increments of 0.1 pixels.
3.3.2.5 Wavefront Error

The wavefront error (WFE) of a system is a measure of the change a spherical
wavefront experiences as it moves through the optics. A perfect system produces a
spherical wavefront at the exit aperture of the optics. WFE is a measure of the deviation
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from this “perfect” wavefront. WFE is typically measured as root mean square wavefront
error (𝑊𝑟𝑚𝑠 ) in units of wavelength. This is determined by averaging the wavefront errors,
the deviations from a spherical wave, across the wavefront as shown in Eq. (3-19). The
term 𝐴 here is the area of the exit pupil of the optics. The 𝑊𝑟𝑚𝑠 is found using Eq. (3-20).
̅2 =
𝑊

1
∫ 𝑊(𝑥, 𝑦)2 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦
𝐴

̅ 2 ] − ⌈𝑊
̅ ⌉2
𝑊𝑟𝑚𝑠 = √[𝑊

(3-19)

(3-20)

Once 𝑊𝑟𝑚𝑠 is known, it can be interpreted to indicate the image quality that can be
expected from the optics. A perfect optical design would exhibit no WFE so 𝑊𝑟𝑚𝑠 would be
zero. As noted by Shannon, a WFE of less than 0.07 waves is considered basically flawless
and the optics are said to be diffraction-limited [28]. The image produced by this system
would match the input image almost perfectly. A system with WFE of 0.15 waves or less
also produces excellent image quality. Shannon notes that most imaging systems have
WFEs of 0.1 to 0.25 waves.
The wavefront error can be folded into the MTF of a system by using the 𝑊𝑟𝑚𝑠 to
calculate the approximate transfer function (ATF) and combining that with the diffraction
transfer function (DTF) to yield a system MTF as shown in Eq. (3-21) through Eq. (3-23).
An example of the MTF resulting from various levels of wavefront error is shown in Figure
14.
𝑊𝑟𝑚𝑠 2
𝐴𝑇𝐹(𝜌) = 1 − (
) (1 − 4(𝜌 − 0.5)2 )
0.18

𝐷𝑇𝐹(𝜌) =

2
(cos−1 𝜌 − 𝜌√1 − 𝜌2 )
𝜋

𝑀𝑇𝐹(𝜌) = 𝐷𝑇𝐹(𝜌) × 𝐴𝑇𝐹(𝜌)
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(3-21)

(3-22)

(3-23)

Figure 14. An example of the MTF associated with wavefront errors ranging from 0 to 0.3 waves in
increments of 0.05 waves.

The DTF in this work is already defined as the optics MTF discussed in Section 3.3.2.1 so
the generic DTF given in Eq. (3-22) will not be used.
3.3.3 Orbital Mechanics
The contribution of the orbital geometry of a satellite system to image quality is
ultimately a result of the altitude of the satellite. The altitude determines two important
factors in image quality: the GSD and the orbital velocity.
The GSD is the projection of each pixel onto the ground, and so is dependent upon the
pixel pitch. Systems with a higher pixel pitch will yield a higher GSD than lower pixel pitch
systems assuming both are at the same altitude. GSD for nadir-pointing systems is
determined as shown in Eq. (3-24)
𝐺𝑆𝐷 = 𝑝
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ℎ
𝑓

(3-24)

where f is the focal length, p is the pixel pitch, and h is the orbital altitude. GSD is typically
measured in meters. Since the altitude term appears on top of the equation, it is seen that
the higher the altitude, the higher the GSD will be.
The altitude also determines the orbital velocity of the satellite. All satellites travel in
elliptical orbits around the earth, but some orbits are designed specifically to have as low
an eccentricity as possible, meaning they can be approximated as circular. Most Earth
imaging satellites are in roughly circular orbits. This simplifies the orbital dynamics
involved.
The velocity of an object in a circular orbit is defined in Eq. (3-25). G is the universal
gravitational constant, M is the mass of the body around which the object is orbiting, and RE
is the radius of the Earth.
𝐺𝑀 𝑘𝑚
𝑉𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐 = √
[ ]
𝑅𝑒 + ℎ 𝑠

(3-25)

The velocity of the satellite is the primary factor in determining the amount of smear in
an image. The faster the satellite is moving, the more smear will appear in the image. To
reduce smear, the integration time can be shortened but then SNR may become a problem
because fewer photons will be collected in the shorter time.
To calculate the smear in an image, the ground velocity of the satellite must be
determined. This is the relative velocity of the subsatellite or nadir point, the point directly
below the satellite as it orbits. The simple way to calculate the ground velocity takes into
account only the velocity of the satellite, as shown in Eq. (3-26) [29].
𝑉𝑔 =

2𝜋𝑅𝐸
𝑃

(3-26)

This is simply the circumference of the Earth divided by the orbital period of the satellite.
The orbital period, P, is determined as shown in Eq. (3-27).
(𝑅𝑒 + ℎ)3
𝑃 = 2𝜋√
𝑀𝐺
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(3-27)

This simplistic formulation fails to account for the rotation of the Earth, however.
Depending on what type of orbit the satellite is in, retrograde or direct, the Earth’s rotation
under the satellite will either increase or decrease the relative velocity of the subsatellite
point. Orbits are categorized as retrograde or direct based on their orbital inclination. The
inclination is the angle between the satellite’s orbital plane and the equatorial plane. Direct
orbits have an inclination between 0 and 90 degrees, so satellites in direct orbit move in
the same direction as the Earth’s rotation, counterclockwise as viewed from above the
North Pole. Retrograde orbits have inclinations between 90 and 180 degrees and these
satellites orbit against the Earth’s rotation. Sun synchronous orbits are common retrograde
orbits.
In cases where the orbital inclination is not known, Eq. (3-26) provides a best estimate
of the ground velocity, 𝑉𝐺 . Once the orbit is specified, the rotation of the Earth should be
included in the calculation, as shown in Eq. (3-28). The result of this equation is the net
velocity in the satellite’s direction of travel. This velocity will be lower than the velocity
calculated with Eq. (3-26) in the case of a direct orbit, and higher in the case of a retrograde
orbit.
1
2

𝑉𝐺 = 𝑉𝑔 − [
1+[

𝑅𝑒2
] cos 𝜃 𝜔𝐸 cos 𝑖
1
2
] sin 𝜃
(1 − (𝑓 −1 )2 )

(3-28)

In this equation, 𝑓 −1 is a measure of the oblateness of the Earth, 𝑖 is the inclination of the
orbit, 𝜔𝐸 is the angular velocity of Earth, and 𝜃 is the latitude of the satellite’s nadir point at
the time of image collection.
3.3.4 Measuring Image Quality
There are several accepted measures of image quality, focusing on aspects like image
interpretability, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), or the MTF of the system in question. Each
method will be described in the following sections, with an assessment of its utility for this
analysis.
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3.3.4.1 NIIRS and the GIQE

A common measure of image quality, especially for systems whose products are
interpreted by human analysts, is the National Image Interpretability Rating Scale (NIIRS).
The NIIRS is a ten-level scale describing the relative level of detail in an image discernable
by an experienced analyst. The civilian NIIRS scale is shown in Figure 15 [30].
Level
0
1
2
3
4

5

6

7

8

9

Civil NIIRS Criteria
Interpretability of imagery is precluded by obscuration, degradation, or very poor
resolution.
Distinguish between major land use classes (urban, agricultural, forest, water, barren).
Detect large buildings.
Identify road patterns, like clover leafs, on major highways.
Detect individual houses in residential neighborhoods.
Detect trains or strings of standard rolling stock on railroad tracks (not individual cars).
Identify farm buildings are barns, silos, or residences.
Detect basketball court, tennis court, volleyball court in urban areas.
Identify individual tracks, rail pairs, control towers, switching points in rail yards.
Identify rail cars by type and locomotives by type.
Identify tents (larger than two person) at established recreational camping areas.
Distinguish between stands of coniferous and deciduous trees during leaf-off condition.
Distinguish between row crops and small-grain crops.
Identify automobiles as sedans or station wagons.
Identify individual telephone poles in residential neighborhoods.
Identify individual railroad ties.
Detect stumps and rocks in forest clearings and meadows.
Detect individual steps on stairway.
Identify windshiled wipers on a vehicle.
Identify individual water lilies on a pond.
Count individual baby pigs.
Identify individual grain heads on small grain crops.
Detect individual spikes in railroad ties.
Identify individual barbs on a barbed wire fence.

Figure 15. Civilian NIIRS scale.

A NIIRS rating is the product either of human assessment of an image or of the
Generalized Image Quality Equation (GIQE). The GIQE is an empirically-derived NIIRS
predictive equation that was originally generated by showing experienced analysts images
with varying GSD, SNR, sharpness, contrast, and MTF compensation and having them
assign NIIRS ratings to each image. A regression analysis was performed leading to the
GIQE. The GIQE has been updated several times since its development in the 1980’s and its
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current form is the fourth iteration of the GIQE, documented by Leachtenauer et al. in an
Applied Optics article [31]. It is shown in Eq. (3-29). In this version of the GIQE, GSDGM is the
geometric mean GSD, RERGM is the geometric mean relative edge response (RER), H is an
edge overshoot term, and G is the noise gain. The values of the constants a and b differ
depending on whether the RERGM is above or below 0.9.
𝑁𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑆 = 10.251 − 𝑎 log 𝐺𝑆𝐷𝐺𝑀 + 𝑏 log 𝑅𝐸𝑅𝐺𝑀 − (0.656𝐻) − (0.344

𝐺
)
𝑆𝑁𝑅

(3-29)

The geometric mean GSD is a GSD computed using both the x and y GSD dimensions. In
Eq. (3-24) the GSD was defined only in terms of pixel pitch in one direction, but this can be
calculated for both x and y. Eq. (3-30) shows the calculation involving pixel pitch in both
directions [27]. The elevation angle, 𝜃𝑒𝑙 , is the angle between the satellite boresight and a
line tangent to the surface of the Earth at the target site. 𝑆 is the slant range, the distance
from the satellite to the target along the boresight. This is equal to ℎ at nadir and increases
as 𝜃𝑒𝑙 decreases. The GSDGM is smallest, yielding the best resolution, when the satellite is
nadir-facing and 𝜃𝑒𝑙 is 90°, and will increase as the satellite looks farther from nadir.
𝐺𝑆𝐷𝐺𝑀 =

𝑝𝑥 𝑝𝑦
𝑆
√
𝑓 sin 𝜃𝑒𝑙

(3-30)

The RER is a measure of the blur imposed on the image by the system MTF. It is the
slope of the normalized edge response measured from 0.5 pixels before an edge to 0.5
pixels after an edge. Since this can be measured in both the x and y directions, the
geometric mean value is used in the GIQE.
The edge overshoot and noise gain terms are necessary when an MTF compensation
(MTFC) filter has been applied to an image. MTFC filters are sharpening filters designed to
increase the contrast at high frequencies and thus mitigate some of the blurring caused by
the MTF. Edge overshoot height, H, is the measurement of peak of the edge response
function between one and three pixels from the edge. The noise gain is calculated as shown
in Eq. (3-31) using the MTFC kernel [27]. In this equation, M is the number of rows of pixels
in the image and N is the number of columns.
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𝑀

1/2

𝑁

2

𝐺 = [∑ ∑(𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑗 ) ]

(3-31)

𝑖=1 𝑗=1

If the products of a panchromatic imaging system are going to be analyzed primarily by
humans examining the images for objects of interest, the GIQE is an excellent option for
predicting image quality because interpretability is the main concern in such a use case.
However, if the image products are not meant for human analysis, then a low NIIRS score
does not necessarily mean that the system’s image quality is poor. NIIRS may be calculated
for this system using the first three terms which do not reflect processing steps taken on
the ground.
3.3.4.2 Signal to Noise Ratio

The signal to noise ratio is often quoted as a measure of image quality, and while it can
be intuitively understood that a higher SNR is inherently better, the threshold of what SNR
indicates acceptable image quality differs across imaging systems and methods of
calculating SNR. The SNR is typically understood to be
𝑆𝑁𝑅 =

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠

(3-32)

where noise in this case includes noise from all sources and the signal is the average signal
from the target.
The signal depends on the imaging conditions at the time of capture, including the
attitude of the sensor and the position of the sun or other light sources, the design of the
imaging system, the integration time of the sensor, and the characteristics of the target. The
design of the imaging system is fixed once it is produced; the material of the optics or the
aperture diameter cannot be changed once the system is built. The other three factors,
however, are flexible. The imaging geometry is constantly changing. If both the sun and the
satellite are directly over the target, then the signal will be much higher than if the sun is
near the horizon and the satellite is pointing off nadir. The integration time for many
imaging systems can be changed based on the expected conditions at the time of the collect
to gather as much signal as possible without saturating the detector. Lastly, the target
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characteristics will be different for different targets. The most important target
characteristic for SNR is the target reflectance. According to Fiete and Tantalo, it is common
to use a target reflectance of 100% when calculating SNR, but this is unrealistic for Earth
imaging systems. They recommend using the Earth’s average reflectance across the 400 –
900 nm band, which is approximately 15% [32].
The noise term is the standard deviation of the system noise, which is calculated by
adding the variances of the separate noise sources in quadrature. The first, and often most
influential, noise source considered is the noise associated with the photon signal. Photon
noise is the result of the inherent uncertainty in the photon arrival rate and is modeled as a
Poisson distribution. This means that the standard deviation of the noise is the square root
of the signal. Photons arriving at the aperture originate from both the target and the
background in the scene, so both sources must be taken into account when modeling the
noise. This is easily accomplished using a radiative transfer model like MODTRAN, which
provides separate values for the aperture-reaching radiance from the target and the total
aperture-reaching radiance. Using both target and background, the photon noise is given by
Eq. (3-33).
𝜎𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛 = √𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 + 𝑠𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

(3-33)

The other noise sources arise from the detector itself: read noise, quantization noise,
and dark current. Read noise is the uncertainty in the number of electrons read out from
the focal plane array (FPA) and varies from array to array. A value is typically specified for
a given array design. Quantization noise is a measure of the uncertainty of the digitization
process, when electrons generated by the incoming photon signal are translated into digital
counts. Because the digital counts an array can read out are limited by its bit depth, there
are far fewer digital count levels than the well depth of an FPA. This means that each
quantization level accounts for a range of possible electron count values. This process is
discussed further in Section 3.4.2. The quantization noise is shown in Eq. (3-34).
𝜎𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡 =

𝑁𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙
2𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ √12
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(3-34)

The dark current is a thermally generated signal that occurs when increased temperatures
lower the bandgap energy in the detector material. It is typically specified in electrons per
pixel per second. Since the temperatures on orbit are typically low and the integration
times for satellite imaging so short, dark current may not be a large factor in the noise
depending upon the array. Unless a specification is found for a particular array, it will not
be incorporated into the noise. There are other sources of noise inherent to an FPA, but
they are specific to a particular array, rather than the array design and as such must be
characterized for each array. These sources will not be considered in this work.
Incorporating the noise sources above, the system noise is computed using Eq. (3-35).
2
2
𝜎𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 = √𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 + 𝑠𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 + 𝜎𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡
+ 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑

(3-35)

The SNR is then calculated as shown in Eq. (3-36).
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

𝑆𝑁𝑅 =

√𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 + 𝑠𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 +

(3-36)
2
𝜎𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡

+

2
𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑

Even knowing that an SNR was calculated using a target of a certain reflectance, a given
integration time, and a specific imaging geometry does not render the number inherently
useful. A baseline of the minimum acceptable SNR for a system is needed to determine
whether the calculated SNR represents acceptable image quality.
Another quantitative way to assess the SNR is to calculate the noise equivalent change
in reflectance (NEΔρ), which is the difference in reflectance between two targets that is just
distinguishable over the noise. If NEΔρ is known for a given set of collection parameters,
then the ability to distinguish a target from the background can be assessed. NEΔρ can be
computed several different ways, but all methods require the user to select a target
reflectance at which to evaluate SNR [32]. The simplest method is to use the signal for a
100% reflector and a noise term that includes the photon noise for the target reflectance of
interest as shown in Eq. (3-37).
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𝑁𝐸Δ𝜌 =

𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 |𝜌𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 =100%

(3-37)

3.3.4.3 MTF

As discussed above, the MTF describes a system’s ability to capture different
frequencies ranging from the low end to a cutoff frequency at the high end which is the
highest frequency the system is capable of capturing. This means the MTF can be used as a
direct measure of how accurately a system captures a given scene, rather than a qualitative
measure of image quality like NIIRS. In general, the higher a system’s MTF, the better the
image quality, other factors being equal.
3.3.4.4 Q and GSS vs. GSD

The spatial resolution of a remote sensing system is often thought of in terms of only
the GSD, the projection of the detector’s pixel pitch onto the ground. This is only correct in
cases where the system’s performance is limited by the detector sampling, however. The
spatial resolution is actually limited by either the detector sampling or the optical bandpass
cutoff, which is the diffraction resolution of the optical design. The limitation enforced by
the optics is the ground spot size (GSS) of the system, the projection of the PSF of the optics
onto the ground. The ratio of the GSS to the GSD, or the ratio of the detector sampling
frequency to the optical bandpass cutoff, is termed Q by Fiete, and can help in
understanding the quality of an image [27], [33].
The detector sampling frequency is the inverse of the pixel pitch, as discussed in Section
3.3.2.2. This quantity is projected to the ground by incorporating the altitude or slant range
and the pixel pitch as shown in Eq. (3-24). If the system is nadir-facing, the slant range is
simply the altitude of the satellite.
The optical bandpass cutoff is defined as shown in Eq. (3-38). D is the diameter of the
aperture and FN is the f-number of the system. It should be noted that the optical cutoff
frequency remains the same when a central obscuration is incorporated into the system
design [33].
𝜈𝑐 =

𝐷
1
=
𝜆𝑓 𝜆𝐹𝑁
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(3-38)

This quantity can be projected onto the ground in the same way as the pixel pitch,
yielding Eq. (3-39).
𝐺𝑆𝑆𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠 =

𝜆ℎ
𝐷

(3-39)

The GSS is the projection of the blur imposed by the system’s optics, the PSF. Any two
point sources which are closer together than the GSS will be indistinguishable in the image.
It is this PSF-blurred image that arrives at the focal plane of the imaging system, where the
detector samples it. In this way, the ratio of the GSS to the GSD is how well the GSD samples
the GSS. The final version of Q is shown in Eq. (3-40).
𝑄=

𝐺𝑆𝑆 𝜆𝐹𝑁
=
𝐺𝑆𝐷
𝑝

(3-40)

If Q = 2, then the optical cutoff frequency is equal to the Nyquist frequency of the
detector and both the detector and diffraction resolution are maximized. If Q is less than
two, the system’s spatial resolution is limited by the detector, and if Q is greater than two
resolution is limited by the optics. It would seem that designing for a Q of exactly two
would be optimal since it matches the detector and diffraction resolutions, but there are
other considerations in system design.
In examining the effects of a higher Q, it can help to consider how changes in Q affect the
MTF and SNR of the system. For example, as Q decreases the MTF increases, meaning those
frequencies are better reproduced by the system. This effect was demonstrated by Fiete in
a series of images simulating different values of Q from 3 down to 0.5 [33]. The high Qvalue images appear blurry and the sharpness increases as Q decreases. Although aliasing
is evident in the lower Q images, the improved sharpness resulting from the higher MTF at
all frequencies leads to a perceived increase in image quality.
Another effect to consider in using Q to design a system is how Q affects the system
SNR. As Q increases, SNR decreases if other factors are fixed. This is because less signal is
captured by each pixel in the detector, lowering the numerator in the SNR equation. This
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happens when either the pixel pitch or aperture diameter is decreased or the focal length is
increased. Any of these changes has the effect of decreasing the FOV of the system, limiting
the amount of signal collected. By contrast, when Q is decreased by making changes that
increase the amount of signal collected, the SNR increases.
The last consideration for evaluating Q and the relationship to image quality is that at
higher Q values, the susceptibility to image smear increases. This is, again, due to the
decrease in the FOV and subsequently the IFOV which is the FOV of each pixel. This means
that each pixel covers a smaller area on the ground and that the system does not have to
travel as far during the integration time to result in image smear of one or more pixels.
Taken on its own, Q is not enough to assess the image quality of a system, but given the
considerations and trades that can be understood with this metric, it is a valuable tool in
assessing a design with respect to image quality, potential limitations of the design, and
changes that could be made to improve image quality of the design without falling victim to
a decrease in quality due to other factors like SNR or smear.

3.4 The Imaging Chain
The imaging chain, describing how radiation moves from the source to the target and
then to the sensor, is essential to accurately modeling the image quality of a system. The
chain begins at the source where the photons originate and ends at the image output. This
work will examine the portion of the chain extending from the source to detection of
incoming photons and signal generation. This section will discuss not only how the
radiation moves from the source to the sensor but also how that chain will be modeled in
this work.
3.4.1 Source to Sensor Chain
The source to sensor chain describes how light emitted by the source travels to the
target and then on to the sensor. Once at the sensor, the incoming irradiance can be
computed as photons striking the sensor and a predicted signal from the sensor can be
calculated. For panchromatic electro-optical satellite imaging systems, the source of the
radiation that will be collected is the Sun. Light emitted by the Sun traverses the distance to
the Earth, interacts with Earth’s atmosphere and the object, and a portion of that light is
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then reflected in the direction of the imaging system and collected. The terms that must be
considered in this model are the radiance reflected from the object and the radiance
reflected from the atmosphere. The radiance from the object is the result of both direct
reflection and the reflection of downwelled radiance. The direct reflection term includes
light from the source that travels directly to the object and is reflected toward the sensor.
Downwelled radiance is light from the source that is scattered by the atmosphere and then
reflects off the object. The radiance from the atmosphere is the upwelled radiance term and
is the result of light from the source being scattered toward the sensor by the atmosphere.
𝐿 = 𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 + 𝐿𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 + 𝐿𝑢𝑝𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑

(3-41)

The direct reflection term in Eq. (3-41) can be written in terms of the incident
exoatmospheric solar irradiance, 𝐸𝑠′ ; the reflectance of the object, 𝜌; and the atmospheric
transmission along the paths from the edge of the atmosphere to the object, 𝜏1 , and from
the object to the sensor, 𝜏2 . Likewise, the downwelled radiance term can also be written in
terms of the downwelled irradiance incident on the object, the object reflectance, and the
atmospheric transmission along the path from the object to the sensor. Eq. (3-41) can then
be written as
𝐿 = 𝐸𝑠′ cos 𝜃 𝜌𝜏1 𝜏2 + 𝐸𝑑 𝜌𝜏2 + 𝐿𝑢𝑝
where 𝜃 is the zenith angle of the incident solar irradiance. See Figure 16 below.
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(3-42)

Figure 16. Source to sensor chain.

Interaction with the Earth’s atmosphere is a much more complex process than is
implied by the inclusion of simple path transmission terms. The transmission varies
spectrally due to the composition of the atmosphere and also varies at different locations
on Earth and at different times of year. Due to the complex nature of the problem,
atmospheric transmission is often modeled using MODTRAN, a package that calculates
radiative transfer through the atmosphere for different user-specified scenarios [34].
MODTRAN allows the user to adjust for imaging geometry, time of year, location on Earth,
and wavelength band of interest. The output includes the direct reflectance term, the
radiance reflected from the ground, both multiple and single solar radiation scattering
terms, and a total radiance term. The downwelled radiance term can be calculated by
subtracting the direct reflected radiance term form the ground reflected radiance term. The
upwelled radiance term is the multiple scattering solar radiation term.
Once the sensor-reaching radiance is known, the radiance must be translated through
the optical system of the camera to reach the sensor. This requires knowledge of the
physical properties of the optical design as well as the transmission profile of the glass
used. The throughput of a camera is the ratio of the incoming radiance that is collected by
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the system to the irradiance that is transmitted through the system to the sensor. This is
defined as shown in Eq. (3-43) for simple cameras.

𝐺=

𝑓

1 + 4(

𝑑𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚
𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡 𝜋

𝐿
=
𝐸

2

)

[𝑠𝑟 −1 ]

(3-43)

For Cassegrain optical designs, the obscuration by the secondary mirror must be taken
into account. This is incorporated as an additional telescope transmission term defined in
Eq. (3-44).
𝜏𝑡𝑒𝑙 = 1 −

𝑑𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑑𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚

(3-44)

Combining these, the throughput for a Cassegrain optical design is then
𝑓 2
)
𝑑𝑎𝑝
[𝑠𝑟 −1 ]
𝜏𝑡𝑒𝑙 𝜏𝑜𝑝𝑡 𝜋

1 + 4(
𝐺=

(3-45)

At this point, the radiation has passed through the optical system and falls onto the
detector. Detecting the incoming radiation is the last step in collecting an image. How the
detector responds to the radiation depends on the wavelength of the light and the quantum
efficiency of the detector. The energy per photon can be computed for each wavelength
using Eq. (3-46).
𝐸𝑝ℎ𝑜 =

ℎ𝑐
[J]
𝜆

(3-46)

Once the energy per photon is known, the number of photons incident upon the sensor can
be computed by dividing the incoming irradiance by the energy of the photon at each
wavelength. This requires the area of the detector, 𝐴𝑑 , and the integration time used, 𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡 .
𝜆2

𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜 = ∫ 𝐿(𝜆)
𝜆1

𝜆
𝐴 𝑡 𝐺 −1 𝑑𝜆
ℎ𝑐 𝑑𝑒𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑡
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(3-47)

Given the quantum efficiency of the detector, the photons can be converted to electrons and
from there quantized to get the final signal from the detector. The remainder of this
process is discussed in Section 3.4.2.1.
3.4.2 Image Simulation
Images can be simulated in a variety of ways, but this work will focus on two methods
of simulation for the analysis: simulation using an existing high resolution image, and
synthetic image generation using DIRSIG.
3.4.2.1 Using an Existing Image

An existing panchromatic image can be modified to simulate the output of a new system
provided enough is known about the system being simulated and some assumptions are
made regarding the original image content. To use this method, the input image should
have very low noise and be higher resolution than the system being simulated. If a lower
resolution image is used, the simulation will not be accurate because interpolation cannot
correctly recreate a higher resolution image. The result may have the correct number of
pixels but there would be no additional information discernable from the image.
The major steps involved in simulating an image are as follows, with a detailed
explanation of each step below.
1) Convert image to reflectance image by matching input image digital counts to
reflectance using the empirical line method (ELM).
2) Convert the reflectance image to a radiance image using aperture-reaching
radiance from MODTRAN.
3) Convert aperture-reaching radiance to photons transmitted by the optics onto
the sensor.
4) Apply the system MTF to the photon image.
5) Downsample the image to match the modeled system’s resolution.
6) Convert photons to electrons.
7) Add noise from all known sources.
8) Convert from electrons to digital counts.
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Once a suitable high-resolution image is selected, the first step is to use ELM to match
the digital counts (DC) in each pixel to a reflectance value. ELM is a linear regression used
to relate digital count and reflectance as shown in Eq. (3-48). In order to do this,
assumptions must be made regarding the minimum and maximum reflectance in the image.
The darkest part of an image is assumed to be the region of minimum reflectance, and
depending upon the material there an appropriate reflectance value is assigned. The
brightest region is assumed to have the highest reflectance and a material-appropriate
reflectance value is assigned.
𝐷𝐶 = 𝑚𝜌 + 𝑏

(3-48)

Once these quantities are specified, the regression can be solved for the slope and intercept
and the results used to convert the DC image to a reflectance image using Eq. (3-49). The
result is an “image” in which the pixels represent the reflectance of the material in that
pixel.
𝜌=

𝐷𝐶 − 𝑏
𝑚

(3-49)

At this stage, the reflectance image can be converted to a radiance image using the
results of a MODTRAN simulation of the radiance reaching the sensor from both upwelled
radiance and a 100% reflector for a given day, time, location, and atmosphere. This is done
for each pixel in the reflectance image as shown in Eq. (3-50).
𝐿𝑎𝑝 (𝑖, 𝑗) =

𝜌(𝑖, 𝑗)𝐿𝑡𝑔𝑡|𝜌=100%
+ 𝐿𝑢𝑝
𝜋

(3-50)

The radiance image is converted to a photon image using Eq. (3-47). This now
represents the number of photons impinging upon every pixel in the original system
detector. The system MTF is applied to this image to include the effects of the optics, smear,
jitter, and wavefront error. At this point, the image is downsampled to the resolution of the
system being simulated, resulting in an image representing the number of photons that
arrive at each pixel of the detector being simulated. The photons are converted to electrons
using the process in Section 3.4.1.
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At this stage, noise can be added into the image from all known sources. This includes
the shot noise, read noise, and quantization noise. Both the shot noise and read noise are
treated as Poisson random processes for each pixel, meaning the actual value of each varies
from pixel to pixel. The shot noise is included by using a Poisson random draw from a
population with the pixel electrons value as the mean. The read noise is incorporated the
same way, using the specification value for the read noise as the mean of the Poisson
distribution. To ensure that the read noise across the entire array sums to the read noise
specification value, the specification read noise value is subtracted from each pixel after the
random draw.
The last noise source incorporated is the quantization noise, which accounts for the
inherent uncertainty introduced by translating the pixel voltage, directly related to the
number of electrons generated in the pixel, to a digital count. The quantum step
equivalence (QSE) is the number of electrons included in a single digital count, as shown in
Eq. (3-51) [27]. Digital counts are integer values, so any charge collected above the
previous step level is ignored when the digital count is read out. This is the uncertainty
inherent in the quantization process.
𝑄𝑆𝐸 =

𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ
2𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ

(3-51)

Once noise is incorporated, the simulated image can be converted from electrons to DC
using the specifications of the detector. This step also applies the QSE defined above. The
number of electrons in each pixel is divided by the QSE to yield the DC that would be read
out from that pixel. However, factors discussed in Section 3.3.1 as part of the effects of
payload design on image quality now come into play: the well depth and dynamic range of
the detector. The well depth determines the saturation point for each pixel in the image. It
is the maximum number of electrons that can be held in each pixel, so any amount above
that will not register as increased signal in that pixel. The dynamic range is the
denominator in Eq. (3-51), determined by the bit depth of the detector. This is the range of
digital counts that can be produced by the detector. These factors are accounted for in the
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simulation process by converting electrons to DC, and then finding any pixels that register
a DC above the maximum defined by the dynamic range and capping it at the maximum.
At this point, an image has been generated that simulates the output of the modeled
sensor using an image from another panchromatic sensor.
3.4.2.2 DIRSIG

The Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Image Generation (DIRSIG) Model is a model
designed by the Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Laboratory at the Rochester Institute
of Technology to generate radiometrically accurate synthetic images for a variety of sensor
types and use cases [35], [36]. The DIRSIG model allows the user to specify the material
properties of the objects in the scene and combines the MODTRAN radiative transfer model
capabilities with ray tracing and sensor models to yield a synthetic image for a system.
DIRSIG was used to generate imagery for the second case study presented in Chapter 7.

3.5 Wide Area Search
Now that the process for obtaining simulated images of the system output is
understood, the task to be accomplished with those outputs, wide area search, can be
considered. One of the goals of this work is to identify algorithms or methods that could be
used to locate man-made objects and structures in one to five meter resolution
panchromatic images with high reliability. Ideally, these methods would be efficient
enough to implement in a computing system designed for space applications.
Wide area search is a phrase most often associated with disaster recovery or search and
rescue efforts, but the concept is really the examination of large areas for specific targets by
a variety of means, both manpower and mechanical in nature. Using a substantial portion
of the Earth is a far wider search area than is typically envisioned even by unmanned aerial
vehicle users, but the techniques used for smaller scale efforts may still be applicable. In
addition to the field called WAS, there has been a great deal of research in image processing
techniques to find, identify, and extract man-made objects from imagery.
A survey of recent literature on the topic of man-made object identification revealed a
focus on object extraction or identification from very high resolution imagery and
identification making use of multispectral or hyperspectral data sets. The first is not quite
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the point of this work, and as such the techniques are more complex and often involve and
human-in-the-loop workflow. Much of the work uses aerial imagery with GSDs of well
below 1 m. The second focus, using multispectral, or better, imagery, makes use of
information that will not be available from a panchromatic sensor so the techniques are
almost universally not applicable. The problem there is often framed as a land cover
classification problem exploiting differences in spectral signatures. That said, in a review of
this body of work, some points were found that may help to frame the problem of finding
man-made structures in moderate resolution imagery.
One thing learned from this review was that more applicable techniques may be found
in older papers. The computing power and higher spatial and spectral resolution imagery
available now allows researchers to focus on the more complex problems of target
identification or object extraction, rather than the low level problem of distinguishing manmade objects from the natural background, though this is still an issue for panchromatic
imagery [37]. The imagery considered in previous years was often photographic rather
than multispectral and the computing power available was limited compared with today’s
resources so the techniques demonstrate a forced efficiency that is no longer a concern for
current work. Much of this work focused on identifying objects or segmenting parts of
images in the same way human observers would, using texture and edges. These are the
features most easily used in panchromatic imagery as well, so these methods should be
explored.
3.5.1 Prior Work
In 1973, Haralick defined a set of texture features that were generated using a greylevel co-occurrence matrix (GLCM). These texture features were then used to find and
differentiate among textures in both aerial and satellite imagery, much as human observers
would. Fourteen texture features were defined, but Haralick found that using subsets of
them for different types of imagery could properly classify texture regions with roughly
80% accuracy. These texture features are still used in current work and will be discussed in
greater detail below, but through the years other methods of texture identification and
segmentation were developed.
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In the 1980’s, a great deal of work was done to classify textures within images. Aerial
imagery was often used, but the imagery was broken into pixels in early steps. One
technique was to find linear segments, lines in the image, and then to string those segments
together to draw the objects in the image. This was shown to work for finding three
airports in an image of the San Francisco Bay area, but it requires a priori knowledge of the
area under investigation in the form of a map or map-like model of the area and the user
must know exactly what is being sought in the image [38].
Many methods employed a sliding window that defined a neighborhood of pixels in the
image to perform tests on whether the pixel neighborhood contained background or object.
Once the window was defined, the methods used for comparison diverged greatly. One
method adapted a constant false alarm rate statistical test to construct a test of the error
residuals of a two-dimensional linear predictor [39]. A model was fitted to the background
of the image and then used to predict the content of pixels in the window based on the
content of the pixels that had preceded them in a 2D neighborhood. Areas that did not meet
the model were flagged as man-made structures.
Work was also done on the use of fractal models to separate man-made regions from
natural regions. These methods exploited the basic self-similarity feature of fractals , which
describe natural textures well, but not man-made textures or structures. Self-similarity is
the concept that fractal properties are constant at all magnifications or scales. Pentland
demonstrated that fractal surfaces could be used to describe the structure of natural
surfaces and that fractal models could be made of imaged surfaces [40]. These models were
used to develop characterizations of image textures that were robust to scale and intensity
changes.
Pentland’s work suggested fractals would be an excellent way to distinguish man-made
objects from natural scenes. Peleg, et al. examined the use of fractal models to classify
textures using grey level surface area at different scales to calculate the fractal dimension,
which then served as a signature for the texture [41]. It was found that the method was
invariant to orientation, but the textures used were macro images of textures, not natural
scenes or backgrounds.
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Another fractal-based method was developed for images that contained a small number
of man-made objects in a large natural background [42]. This method employed the sliding
window technique to render the problem manageable. The author was searching for
military vehicles in an image filled with scrub and natural features of roughly the same
visual size as the vehicles. The method worked fairly well, identifying three of four targets,
but it also identified four natural regions as targets so the false alarm rate was high.
More modern approaches to the problem of finding man-made objects continue to use
texture features to separate man-made from natural scenery, whether fractal methods or
the Haralick GLCM-based features. An approach that fused Landsat Thematic Mapper data
with panchromatic SPOT imagery used Haralick texture features to classify different
regions, both man-made and natural [43]. The segmentation of man-made from natural
regions was most successful using the homogeneity texture feature in a 3 x 3 pixel window,
but this may differ for imagery of higher or lower resolution.
One issue when examining these texture methods is that the computational efficiency is
rarely addressed. An author may refer to a particular technique being more efficient than
another, but when large comparisons of methods were performed they were often only
examining which technique was most accurate in classifying the textures. An analysis of
various filtering and non-filtering techniques for texture classification was performed by
Randen and Huso̸ y in 1999 on the basis of not only accuracy but also computational
complexity [44]. The filtering techniques included banks of filters such as Gabor filters,
discrete cosine transform, and wavelet transform; and optimized filters and filter banks
that reduce the number of features generated and hence reduce the computational
complexity. The non-filtering techniques included GLCM methods and model-based texture
features. Comparing such a wide variety of methods ensured that no one method
outperformed the others on every image, but some general conclusions on the types of
filters that worked best for distinguishing textures were drawn. First, the optimized filters
were indeed less computationally burdensome, but produced more errors in images with
multiple textures. Second, a rough order of preference among the types was assigned. For
images with multiple textures, an implementation of a quadrature mirror filter worked
best, but this is an especially computationally intensive method. Less complex but with
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slightly worse performance were a critically sampled version of the same filter and a
discrete cosine transform approach. Next in preference, if trying to avoid computational
complexity, are two of the optimized approaches. The authors concluded that the other
methods would not be recommended except in specific cases where it might be thought
that they would perform well. It should be noted that the textures included in the
composite images were again macro images of textures and not natural backgrounds as
would be found in satellite imagery, but this was the most comprehensive study of texture
classifiers found.
Some methods combined both texture and linear features to distinguish man-made
objects from the background. One researcher used texture features combined with
geometric features such as edges and corners to locate non-natural objects [45]. This work
was successful but used very high resolution aerial imagery and it is unclear if these
methods would be successful on lower resolution images. In addition, the method used
seemed to require a human in the loop to determine appropriate preprocessing steps to
ensure the technique would be successful. Another researcher used four different
approaches to find roads and cities in imagery [46]. Limited testing was performed
however, and instead a methodology was laid out to perform future testing using the
methods.
3.5.2 Haralick Texture Features and the PanTex method
The texture features proposed by Haralick in 1973 are still in use today in various
fashions. One particular method employing the Haralick contrast texture feature, PanTex,
was selected for implementation due to its high accuracy in separating built-up areas from
natural areas [47]. In order to understand how this method works and the computational
hurdles that may be encountered when transitioning an algorithm employing it to a spacebased system, one must understand how the contrast texture feature is computed and how
it is used in PanTex.
All the texture features are computed from the GLCM. The GLCM is constructed from an
image, or a portion of an image, by recording the number of times each grey level occurs in
a given spatial relationship to another grey level. The spatial relationship is quantified by
the angle from one pixel to another, and the distance between them in pixels. A GLCM is
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calculated for each spatial relationship, or displacement vector, used. The original Haralick
texture features were computed using relationships of one pixel distance and angles of 0º,
45º, 90º, and 135º. The corresponding displacement vectors in x- and y-shifts are shown in
Table 1 below.
Table 1. Spatial Relationships and Displacement Vectors

A sample GLCM construction is shown in Figure 17 below. This GLCM is constructed
using the 0º or [1,0] displacement vector. The row and column headers of the GLCM are the
grey levels in the image. So for the block in the GLCM corresponding to grey levels of 1 and
1, the image is examined for the number of times the grey levels 1 and 1 occur next to one
another horizontally. Typically, GLCMs are constructed in a symmetric fashion: an offset of
[-1,0] is considered the same as an offset of [1,0] and so for the sample GLCM below, even
though 1 and 1 occur next to each other only twice, it counts as four co-occurrences in the
GLCM. The rest of the GLCM is constructed in a similar fashion, with the next block
corresponding to grey levels of 1 and 2. The blocks of the GLCM are addressed as (𝑖, 𝑗), with
i and j corresponding to the grey levels in the image.

Figure 17. Example of GLCM construction

The texture features are calculated using the values of the grey levels, the differences in
the grey level values, the probability or rate of occurrence of a particular grey level pair
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(𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗)), and the means and standard deviations of the marginal distributions of 𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗).
𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗) is calculated by simply dividing the GLCM by its sum.
The PanTex measure was developed by Pesaresi to separate built-up areas from natural
areas in 5 m resolution panchromatic imagery [47]. An earlier work of his, published in
2000, set the foundation for the development of PanTex [48]. It examined four different
texture measures: contrast, angular second moment, entropy, and inverse difference
moment. It evaluated these measures using 12 different displacement vectors, 47 different
sliding window sizes, and 12 combinations of the selected displacement vectors using an
average operator, the fuzzy AND operator, or the fuzzy OR operator. The result was a study
that evaluated 4512 texture measures on 16 different terrain patterns to see what texture
measure could best discriminate amongst the terrain patterns. The study found that the
contrast texture feature performed the best in discriminating built-up areas from natural
areas, with a positive discrimination rate of roughly 90%. The analysis window size was
also varied, with sizes ranging from 5 x 5 to 90 x 90 pixels. The window size directly
corresponded to the accuracy of the method, with larger window sizes performing best. In
discriminating between built-up and natural areas, the smallest window size, 5 x 5 pixels,
resulted in a 70% positive discrimination rate. The largest window, 90 x 90 pixels, yielded
the 90% result given above.
The contrast texture feature quantifies the change in grey level over the displacement
vector for each pair of grey levels in the image. The contrast measure is higher when there
are larger differences in the grey levels in the image in the direction of the displacement
vector used. It is calculated as shown in Eq. (3-52).
𝑁𝑔 𝑁𝑔

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡 = ∑ ∑(𝑖 − 𝑗)2 𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗)

(3-52)

𝑖=1 𝑗=1

The influence of this texture measure study can be seen in the 2008 work describing the
PanTex measure in its final form [47]. The goal was to create an automated built-up
presence index that would indicate whether the area under analysis was built-up or
natural. Built-up areas have exploitable features, even in panchromatic imagery, since
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structures tend to fall within a definable size range and will cast shadows. The shadow
characteristic leads the contrast texture feature to be higher in built-up than natural areas
and the size of the structures sought affects the size of the sliding window used for analysis
within the image.
In the 2008 work, structures were sought within the West Bank area of the Palestinian
Territories, so the minimum built-up area was defined as two buildings of 10 to 20 m
across with open space or roads between them. The optimal size for the sliding window
used in the analysis is dependent upon the size of the structures sought in the imagery.
Using 5 m resolution imagery, the window size was set to 9 x 9 pixels so that each window
would be able to encompass a built-up area of the defined type. Ten displacement vectors
were chosen, using shifts of zero to two pixels in both the x and y directions. The ten
texture features defined by the displacement vectors were calculated in each windowed
group of pixels in the image and then a min-max stretch was applied to recalculate the
features on the same scale. This enables direct comparison of the features. At this point, a
fuzzy membership function is applied to determine membership to the “built-up” class. The
membership function is based on the fuzzy minimum, or intersection, of the features. This
finds the windows in which the differences among the calculated features is smallest. A
threshold must be selected to determine membership to the “built-up” class. The ultimate
goal was to completely automate the processing, but in this work, Pesaresi et al. used a
threshold set by an “interpreter” who was examining the data. Using this method, an
overall accuracy of 86.7% was achieved.
3.5.3 High Frequency Features
The contrast feature exploits a difference between man-made and natural areas: manmade areas tend to have higher contrast in a small area because the structures will cast
shadows and result in a larger range of grey levels values than natural terrain. High
frequency features like edges and corners exploit another difference between the two types
of terrain: the more regularized nature of a man-made area which results in straight lines
that make strong edge features, and the intersections of those edges to form corners.
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3.5.3.1 Edge Detection

Edge detectors use the gradient vectors of an image, the direction and magnitude of the
greatest change at each pixel, which is found using first and second order derivatives. An
edge would run orthogonal to a gradient vector. Early edge detection methods relied on
first-order derivatives, with the simplest being the change in the x and y directions, as
shown in Eq. (3-53) and (3-54).
𝑔𝑥 =

𝜕𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)
= 𝑓(𝑥 + 1, 𝑦) − 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)
𝜕𝑥

(3-53)

𝑔𝑦 =

𝜕𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)
= 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦 + 1) − 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)
𝜕𝑦

(3-54)

These simple gradient operators only detect changes in the x and y directions, however,
so only horizontal or vertical lines would be found. Roberts proposed a simple diagonal line
detection method in 1965 that used a 2-D mask [49]. In 1970, more accurate 3 x 3 masks
were proposed by both Prewitt and Sobel [50], [51]. The Sobel method was the first edge
detection method to incorporate noise-reduction by smoothing the image. For any of these
methods, the gradient magnitude is used to perform the actual line detection. Across the
entire image, pixels with a magnitude greater than a selected threshold, a certain
percentage of the maximum gradient in the image, are retained and the others are dropped
from the image. This results in an image that contains only the pixels that were above the
threshold.
More advanced, and computationally intensive, methods were proposed later that used
the second-derivative. The Marr-Hildreth, or Laplacian of Gaussian method, was proposed
in 1980 [52]. This method allowed tuning of the mask to find blurry edges, which would be
larger, or finer edges, which would be thinner. The method detected edges by looking for
zero crossings in the second derivative, produced by large changes in intensity. In this
method, the image is first smoothed with a Gaussian filter. The Laplacian of the image is
then calculated. This filtered image is analyzed for zero-crossings at each pixel by
comparing a pixel’s value to each of its neighbors in the vertical, horizontal, and the
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diagonal directions. If the signs of the neighbors in two of the four directions are different,
then that pixel is marked as a zero crossing. Zero-crossing pixels are part of the edge.
The Canny method is the last common edge detection method. The Canny method was
developed to meet three criteria [53]. First was low probability of error, meaning that real
edges should not be missed and false edges should not be detected. The second criterion
was that the distance between the point selected as the edge and the true edge should be
minimized. The last criterion was that there should be only one result from an edge – a
single edge should not result in more than one detected edge. In order to satisfy the
criterion that real edges be detected and false edges be minimized, Canny implemented a
system that calculated strong and weak edges and only reported weak edges as being real
edges if they connected to a strong edge. This meant that fewer weak real edges would be
missed and fewer false edges would be detected. This strong and weak edge linking method
also serves to filter out the effects of noise in the image, which might cause a strong edge to
be interrupted or a spurious edge to appear.
The Canny method was chosen for implementation due to its noise-suppression
characteristics and the fact that it requires weak edges to be linked to strong edges. This
feature should eliminate some of the gradient differences that may lead to edges in natural
terrain.
3.5.3.2 Corner Detection

Corner detection in an image does not find corners the same way a human analyst
would – meaning the algorithm is not looking for a 90° angle in the image that indicates the
intersection of two lines. Rather, corner detection methods find “corners” by looking for
pixels with large intensity differences compared to their surrounding regions. A small area,
or patch, around the pixel is defined and then patches of the same size that overlap the first
patch are chosen, with small shifts in different directions. The sum of squared differences
(SSD) between the central patch and its neighbors is computed. In general, if the SSD is low,
then the pixel is in a more homogeneous region, but if the SSD is high, then the pixel is
different from its surroundings.
The Harris corner detection algorithm uses the eigenvalues of the SSD matrices to
determine if a pixel is a corner [54]. If both eigenvalues are low, then the pixel is in a
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homogeneous region. If one is low and one is high, then the pixel is on an edge. If both are
high, then the pixel is different from its neighbor in both the x and y directions, and is
considered a corner. Shi and Tomasi built upon the eigenvalue method [55]. Their method
requires that the minimum eigenvalue of the SSD matrix be above a user-defined threshold
in order for the pixel to be selected as a corner.
These methods were originally developed to aid in feature tracking between images.
Corners are reliable features between images, and so are good candidates for tracking
features, but the algorithms themselves are not looking for corners per se. They are looking
for pixels in areas with low self-similarity. That means that these methods may be
susceptible to noise in images, or may detect “corners” in natural areas that a human
analyst would discount. However, both are tunable, allowing the user to set a higher
threshold and detect only strong features. While this would not be sufficient on its own to
ensure the methods are finding only man-made corners in imagery, it would be a valuable
addition to a suite of such measures to determine the likelihood that a region contains
man-made structure.
3.5.4 Algorithm Selection Overview
The methods reviewed and algorithms selected for image processing will change
depending on the mission selected, whether on-board or ground processing is to be used,
and the resources available to the system designer. The process of reviewing previous
work, determining whether current methods are likely to work, and either combining
existing methods or developing something new will be required every time. This section
provided only the review and selection of likely methods, with the final algorithm
determination to be discussed in Section 5.1.

3.6 Constellation Design
The last area that must be reviewed for use in this framework is constellation design.
This section provides an overview of simple constellation design methods that may be used
to size a constellation for a selected mission. This section provides only the overview of
methods, with the final constellation design appearing in Chapter 6.
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Constellation design is an optimization problem, providing the necessary coverage
while minimizing the number of satellites required. There are many considerations when
designing a constellation: coverage, number of satellites, number of orbital planes, stationkeeping requirements, collision avoidance, ease of constellation management, and even the
orbital environment [56]. Exact constellation design for constellations of more than a
dozen satellites can quickly become a complicated problem, which is most easily solved
with specialized software. This complexity is one reason early constellations had so few
satellites [57].
For the purposes of determining whether a mission is feasible however, only the
coverage and the number of satellites, which are the main performance and cost drivers,
respectively, need be considered. The maximum number of satellites needed to perform a
mission can be estimated using a basic coverage pattern and the cost can be extrapolated
from the number of satellites and the orbit required. The solution reached in this manner is
not optimized for the mission, meaning that there may be a way to meet the coverage
requirements with fewer satellites, but it does provide an upper bound to what is required.
There are well-known constellation designs that can be used as starting points in
designing a new constellation. The simplest constellation is based on the “streets of
coverage” technique, which places satellites in circular polar orbits at the same altitude but
in different planes. Each plane covers a swath of the globe, and the ground track is called a
“street”. If a polar “streets of coverage” constellation is developed, the satellites within
adjacent streets may be synchronized so as to provide continuous, instantaneous coverage
of the whole surface of the Earth from low earth orbit (LEO). Synchronization is achieved
by staggering the fields of view of adjacent satellites so that there are no gaps in coverage.
This synchronization is specified at the equator, which means that at higher latitudes there
will be significant overlap between fields of view. Figure 18 shows the spacing for a
synchronized streets of coverage pattern. These constellations provide maximum coverage
of the Earth’s surface by ensuring that every area of the surface is in view simultaneously.
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Figure 18. Overlapping fields of view for a synchronized “streets of coverage” constellation [56].

Designing a “streets of coverage”-based constellation is simple because it relies solely
on the field of view of the satellite or sensor at a given altitude. The half-angle of the field of
view is 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 in Figure 18. The field of view is projected onto the equator, and then the
adjacent satellites’ fields of view are placed in relation to the first to yield the coverage
needed. The half-width of the street is 𝜆𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑡 and 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum separation
between the satellites. If continuous surveillance is required, then a synchronized pattern
is used. The number of satellites needed to provide continuous coverage at the equator is
the number of planes needed in the continuous coverage constellation. The figure above
uses a circular FOV but this can also be accomplished with a rectangular FOV.
Another common constellation design is the Walker delta pattern, which was designed
to provide continuous coverage of the Earth with the minimum number of satellites [10].
Walker constellation designs are specified by three numbers: the total number of satellites
(t), the number of planes (p), and the relative spacing between the ascending nodes of each
plane (f). Relative spacing is specified as an integer ranging between zero and p-1. A Walker
constellation is specified using t, p, and f as t/p/f. These constellations are also sometimes
specified by i:t/p/f where i indicates the inclination of the constellation.
The spacing between the ascending nodes is p times the pattern unit (PU) for the
constellation, defined as 360/t. This pattern unit is used to specify other quantities in the
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constellation as well. Each plane has the same number of satellites, s, which is determined
by the total number of satellites divided by the number of planes. The spacing between
satellites in each plane is the number of satellites in the plane times the PU.
Walker constellations provide better coverage at lower latitudes than a polar streets of
coverage pattern which peaks at the poles and has decreasing coverage from there to the
equator. They also have the advantage of being relatively simple to design for moderate
numbers of satellites. However, they are not necessarily the optimal design for a
constellation, and when considering large numbers of satellites, the number of potential
Walker designs to evaluate quickly becomes unmanageable.
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Chapter 4 Image Quality Assessment
Image quality analysis in the proposed framework involves two steps: assessing the
predicted image quality on the basis of MTF, GSD, SNR, Q, and smear, and then using the
outputs of that initial assessment to produce simulated imagery. Both of these steps will be
discussed in this chapter, but first, the reference designs that will be used to complete the
work will be reviewed.

4.1 Small Satellite Reference Designs
This work will use two reference designs, a CubeSat and a microsatellite, provided by
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) for analysis. These sizes cover the
smallest size bus currently able to support an optical payload mission and a larger design
which should provide improved capability while still remaining a viable candidate for
deployment in a large constellation.
4.1.1

Space-Based Telescopes for Actionable Refinement of Ephemeris (STARE)

The STARE CubeSat design was originally developed by LLNL to perform a space
situational awareness (SSA) mission in low Earth orbit (LEO). The system would detect and
calculate ephemeris data for both known satellites and the often uncatalogued space debris
in LEO. There have been three iterations of the STARE SSA system, making various
improvements to the design and performance. The first two versions of STARE, V1 and V2,
were Cassegrain telescope designs and differed only in the imagers chosen. The imager in
the STARE V2 was selected to be lower noise than that of STARE V1. Cassegrain telescope
designs, while effective imaging systems, are susceptible to optical system alignment
problems arising from the harsh vibration and shock environments of launch. CubeSat
launchers tend to be mounted near the booster, meaning that the shock and vibration
environments the CubeSats see may be higher than those experienced by the primary
vehicle payload. To solve the optical alignment problem, LLNL developed a novel
catadioptric optical design for STARE V3 featuring robust support of the primary and
secondary mirror surfaces. This new optical design not only drastically reduced the risk of
misalignment occurring during handling or launch, but was also very compact.
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The STARE V1 and V2 designs were optimized for an SSA application, but could also
have been used as Earth imaging systems. Assuming an orbital altitude of 500 km, these
designs have a GSD of between 11.5m and 15m, which is roughly the same as Landsat’s
panchromatic band. However, the novel optical design used for STARE V3 could be
modified for an Earth imaging mission to yield much better results. The aperture diameter
would still be limited, but the new optical design allowed for much longer focal lengths
than previously possible in a CubeSat form factor.
The fourth version of an imaging CubeSat designed by LLNL, named STARE V4, used a
long focal length optical design paired with a detector with smaller pixel pitch to achieve a
GSD of roughly 1.7m at an altitude of 500km. The STARE V4 system specifications are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. STARE V4 Specifications.
Specification

Value

Focal Length

0.65 m

Aperture Diamter

8.5 cm

Secondary Diamter

1.35 cm

STARE V4 will serve as the CubeSat reference design for the work performed for this
research.
4.1.2

Microsatellite Concept

In general, the larger optics of larger systems provide better performance than that
achievable from a CubeSat form factor. Due to the potential for improved performance in a
package larger than a CubeSat but still much smaller than a traditional Earth observation
system, a microsatellite form factor system will also be examined in this work. The
specifications for this system were again provided by LLNL, and the system is built around
a larger version of the optical design in STARE V4. The microsatellite system specifications
are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Microsatellite Specifications.
Specification

Value

Focal Length

2.4 m

Aperture Diamter

0.3 m

Secondary Diamter

16 cm
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4.1.3

Sensors Used

Two different sensors were proposed to be used in the current and previous versions of
the STARE system, and given the differences in pixel pitch and noise between the two, both
will be examined in this work. Both are CMOS imagers made by Aptina Imaging. The
pertinent specifications for each sensor are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Sensor Specifications.
Specification

Aptina 2.2 μm

Aptina 5.2 μm

Pixel Pitch

2.2 μm

5.2 μm

Array Size

2592x1944

1280x1024

Well Depth

7600

37000

Read Noise

4.7

14.5

Bit Depth

12

10

The sensors are distinguished mainly by the difference in their pixel sizes, since this will
have a direct impact on the achievable resolution, but two other specifications should also
be considered: the well depth and bit depth, which will define the saturation level and
dynamic range of each detector.

4.2 Image Quality Analysis of Reference Designs
Before images can be simulated, the reference design specifications must be modeled to
bound the pertinent system specifications. In particular, estimates of the GSD, SNR, smear,
and system MTF are needed. For this work, the system MTF will include MTFs from the
optics, detector, wavefront error, jitter, and smear. Some of these quantities depend upon
orbital parameters, so assumptions must be made regarding the type of orbit and the
orbital altitude. For simplicity’s sake, a circular orbit will be assumed, with altitudes of 330
km and 500 km above Earth’s surface. These altitudes were chosen to be consistent with
the orbital parameters of previous CubeSats and high resolution Earth imaging satellites.
4.2.1 GSD and Q
The image quality of each of the two reference designs was assessed to determine the
ideal imaging parameters for the image simulations. The first assessment was the GSD and
Q for each system at each orbital altitude. The results are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. GSD for each system configuration.
System

Altitude [km] Pixel Pitch [μm] GSD [m]
330

STARE V4
500
330
Microsatellite
500

Q

2.2

1.12

2.17

5.2

2.64

0.92

2.2

1.70

2.17

5.2

4.02

0.92

2.2

0.30

2.27

5.2

0.72

0.96

2.2

0.46

2.27

5.2

1.09

0.96

The first observation is that the GSDs, while mostly higher than the current state of the
art, are nonetheless in the high resolution range. None of the configurations considered
yield a GSD of much over 4 m, and that value is for the CubeSat design at the higher altitude
using the 5.2 μm pixel detector. Even if the altitude is extended to 1000 km, near the edge
of the standard LEO envelope, the GSD is still 8 m for STARE V4 with the larger imager.
With the smaller imager at 330 km, STARE V4 could reach a GSD of just over 1 m. The
microsatellite design reaches GSDs that rival the current state of the art, with a GSD of 0.3
m using the smaller imager at 330 km.
If GSD were the only concern, then the microsatellite design with the smaller imager at
any altitude would be an excellent selection. However, the Q for the system gives an
indication of potential pitfalls in these configurations. Each design, when paired with the
smaller imager, has a Q of over two, which means the designs will have lower MTFs at the
Nyquist frequency compared with lower Q designs. This also indicates that the SNR may be
lower and the potential for smear in these configurations is higher. The larger 5.2 μm
imager yields a Q of roughly 0.9 for both designs, which is more standard for high
resolution imaging systems [33].
4.2.2 SNR and Smear
The second assessment examined the SNR and smear for each system configuration at
both selected altitudes and a range of integration times. Integration times ranging from 100
µs to 2 ms were used to calculate both the smear and SNR. For the initial analysis, the
sensor-reaching radiance was computed using MODTRAN for a nadir-facing imaging
geometry with the sun at zenith, so maximum illumination conditions, and the mid latitude
summer atmosphere. A target reflectance of 15% was assumed. In addition, the quantum
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efficiency specification from the detector manufacturer was used in the SNR calculations.
The smear was computed using an inclination of 66° to match the Earth coverage discussed
in Section 3.2.2 and a latitude of 45° N to match the MODTRAN conditions. The results of
each system at each altitude are shown in Figure 19 through Figure 22 below. The dotted
line in each smear plot shows the 2 pixel threshold for non-negligible impact to image
quality.

Figure 19. STARE V4 smear at 45° N latitude with a 66° inclination.
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Figure 20. STARE V4 SNR at 45° N latitude with a 66° inclination.

Based on the Q value for the configurations using the smaller imager, it would be
expected that those configurations would demonstrate noticeable smear at lower
integration times and have lower SNRs than those using the larger imager, which is what is
seen in Figure 19 and Figure 20. At the integration times necessary to limit the smear to
less than 2 pixels at 500 km, the SNR is just above 20. To keep below one pixel of smear, the
SNR is roughly 15 for the smaller imager. For the larger imager at the 2 pixels of smear
level for 500 km altitude, the SNR is above 80. Because MODTRAN effectively stops
propagating at an altitude of 100 km, the edge of space, the pixel pitch becomes the
deciding factor in the SNR comparison among the configurations and the lines for the
different altitudes at each pixel pitch and laid directly over one another.
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Figure 21. Microsatellite smear at 45° N latitude with a 66° inclination.
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Figure 22. Microsatellite SNR at 45° N latitude with a 66° inclination.

The microsatellite design demonstrates problems with smear and SNR in both
configurations. Even for the higher altitude and the larger detector, the smear becomes an
issue at an integration time of 30 μs, at which point the SNR is 35. This is the best SNR
possible with this design in the current configurations.
While the 2.2 µm pixel array did provide better GSDs for both reference designs, the
lower SNR and increased smear in even an ideal imaging geometry proved problematic,
particularly for the microsatellite design. To take full advantage of this design, a new FPA
with a larger pixel pitch was selected for the microsatellite.
The last part of this analysis was to examine the noise equivalent change in reflectance
for each system configuration at four sun elevation angles from 30° to 90°. To calculate the
NEΔρ, a target reflectance of 15% was used to generate the noise term, 𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 . In addition,
the integration time used was the time at which each system configuration hit the 2 pixels
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of smear threshold. This is the longest integration time that can be used without sacrificing
visual image quality. The results are shown in Table 6.
Table 6. NEΔρ results for each system configuration at different sun elevation angles.
System

Sun Elevation [deg] Altitude [km] Pixel Pitch [μm] Integration Time [s] NEΔρ [%]
330
90
500
330
60
500

STARE V4
330
45
500
330
30
500
330
90
500
330
60
500
Microsatellite
330
45
500
330
30
500

2.2

3.00E-04

0.55

5.2

7.00E-04

0.15

2.2

5.00E-04

0.42

5.2

1.10E-03

0.12

2.2

3.00E-04

0.6

5.2

7.00E-04

0.17

2.2

5.00E-04

0.46

5.2

1.10E-03

0.13

2.2

3.00E-04

0.69

5.2

7.00E-04

0.19

2.2

5.00E-04

0.53

5.2

1.10E-03

0.15

2.2

3.00E-04

0.92

5.2

7.00E-04

0.26

2.2

5.00E-04

0.71

5.2

1.10E-03

0.2

2.2

1.00E-04

1.21

5.2

2.00E-04

0.37

2.2

1.00E-04

1.21

5.2

3.00E-04

0.29

2.2

1.00E-04

1.34

5.2

2.00E-04

0.41

2.2

1.00E-04

1.34

5.2

3.00E-04

0.32

2.2

1.00E-04

1.57

5.2

2.00E-04

0.48

2.2

1.00E-04

1.57

5.2

3.00E-04

0.38

2.2

1.00E-04

2.14

5.2

2.00E-04

0.66

2.2

1.00E-04

2.14

5.2

3.00E-04

0.51

Overall, the NEΔρ results indicate that regardless of the SNR or smear problems with
the different system configurations, relatively small changes in reflectance may be
observed in the imagery. As expected, the higher altitude configurations, since they were
less susceptible to smear and tolerated longer integration times, performed the best. Also
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expected was the increase in NEΔρ as the sun elevation angle decreased since this has the
effect of increasing the noise. At lower elevation angles, the light travels further through
the atmosphere and the potential for atmospheric scatter is greater. In addition, less light is
strikes the target and the light that is reflected travels farther through the atmosphere to
the sensor which lowers the signal. In combination, this has the effect of lowering the SNR
at these elevations. Even so, in the worst case scenario of the microsatellite configured with
the 2.2 μm detector imaging with the sun at a 30° elevation angle, the NEΔρ is predicted to
be 2.14%.
Depending upon the region of the world, time of year, and what types of man-made
materials are in an image, the NEΔρ may or may not be enough to present different signal
levels for man-made and natural areas in the scene. For example, common roofing
materials can have average solar reflectances in the visible region from around 5% to over
80% [58]. Concrete, a common building and road material, can vary from around 20% to
almost 90% depending on the type and weathering [59]. Worldwide natural environments
also have wide ranging reflectances depending on the type of land cover. Areas covered
with vegetation may range from 15% to 25%, while desert areas on average range from
20% to 45%. Highly reflective materials such as snow and ice can be as high as 95% [60].
Even so, unless the structures being sought are constructed from the same materials as the
surrounding natural areas, the low NEΔρ values for the various configurations should be
sufficient to distinguish materials of different reflectances. When selecting images to
simulate for testing, a variety of land cover and building types should be included to
determine the limits of these systems.
The total number of signal electrons generated for each configuration was calculated as
part of the SNR. None of the configurations appeared to saturate using a 15% reflector, but
that could change when using a wider range of reflectances in the image simulation work.
4.2.3 MTF and Wavefront Error
The MTF for each optical design was also modeled using the techniques discussed in
Section 3.3.2. More information, including a potential jitter specification and wavefront
error, was available for the STARE V4 design than for the microsatellite, so both the jitter
and wavefront error were omitted from the microsatellite MTF. The one dimensional MTFs
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for each system are shown below. The 5.2 μm detector and an integration time allowing
less than one pixel of smear was used for each system.

Figure 23. STARE V4 system MTF including optics, jitter, smear, WFE, and detector MTFs.

The fill factor for the STARE V4 design is 0.975 so the optics-only MTF is nearly perfect.
The jitter specification for the system is 0.1 deg/sec at the 3σ level so jitter does not
significantly degrade the MTF. In addition, the 𝑊𝑟𝑚𝑠 for the system is 0.046 waves, so the
design is diffraction limited and should exhibit nearly ideal image quality. This means the
WFE MTF does not significantly degrade the optics-only MTF either and with the smear set
at 1 pixel the effect of the smear MTF is negligible as well. The result is an MTF that closely
resembles an ideal MTF.
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Figure 24. Microsatellite system MTF including optics, smear and detector.

The microsatellite design, on the other hand, has a fill factor of only 0.715 so the opticsonly MTF is much poorer than that of the STARE V4 system. For comparison, at the Nyquist
frequency the MTF for the microsatellite is 0.19, whereas for STARE V4 it is 0.31. This
indicates that the imagery for the microsatellite will likely appear more blurred than the
STARE V4 imagery.

4.3 Image Simulation and Results
Revisiting the framework shown in Figure 2, Steps 1 and 2 have been completed and
Step 3 is partly complete since the image quality analysis is done but the images have yet to
be simulated. However, now that the image quality has been assessed and the factors that
affect image quality have been explored, the boundaries for the image simulations can be
set.
The goal of running the detection scheme on a variety of simulated images is to
determine the maximum or minimum tolerable levels for four system design factors: GSD,
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SNR, smear, and jitter. These are the system design factors a satellite designer can best
control, after optical design is removed from consideration, that have the greatest impact
on image quality. Although jitter has been shown to have a smaller effect on the image than
smear for the systems under consideration, the current level of acceptable jitter was
determined using human analysis as a baseline. A maximum tolerable level of jitter and
smear for machine analysis of this type can be determined through this work. Knowing the
tolerable levels of each of the four system design factors, appropriate detectors, orbits, and
operations can be determined. This will allow Step 5, determining if the WAS mission can
be performed with these systems, and Step 6, design of a notional satellite constellation,
from Section 2.2 to be completed.
4.3.1

Image Simulation Process

Six variables that affect the system design factors above were identified to be
considered in this work. The variables, the values of each, and the system design factors
they affect are shown in Table 7. These are the variables that will be adjusted in the
simulated images.
Table 7. Variables considered in proposed work.
Variable

Values

Factors Affected

Altitude
Sun Angle

330km, 500km, 800km
20, 30, 45, 60, 90

GSD, smear
SNR

Detector
Integration Time
SNR
Jitter

2.2μm, 5.2μm, 10μm
determined by 0 to 5 pixels of smear
5 to 46
0.1 to 1 pixels

GSD, smear
jitter, smear, SNR
SNR
jitter

The target types in the simulated images are large and small buildings, vehicles, and
other large man-made structures like aircraft that have less uniform shapes. In order to be
useful over the terrain types included in the WAS mission space, the technique needs to be
robust to desert, mountain, forest, field or tundra, and snow terrain types. Suitable high
resolution input imagery was found for all terrain except snow. For each terrain type,
images were simulated at the baseline configurations shown in Table 8. Given the poor
performance of the microsatellite design with the 2.2 µm detector, it was replaced with a
10 µm detector design from E2V.
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Table 8. Baseline configurations for image simulation.
System

Altitude [km] Pixel Pitch [μm] GSD [m] Smear [pix]
2.2

1.12

5.2

2.64

2.2

1.70

5.2

4.02

2.2

2.71

5.2

6.40

5.2

0.72

10

1.37

5.2

1.09

10

2.08

5.2

1.73

10

3.33

330

STARE V4

500

800

330

Microsatellite

500

800

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

4.3.2 Input Imagery
The input imagery used for this work was collected by RIT’s Wildfire Airborne Sensor
Program (WASP). WASP contains a visible camera that outputs color imagery which served
as the inputs to this process. At the altitudes at which WASP is typically flown, the
resolution of the imagery is 10 to 15 cm, which met the input imagery requirement of a
resolution at least four times better than the imagery being simulated.
Images for this work were chosen from three different WASP collections. The first was
the SHARE 2012 experiment, which was conducted in September 2012 around Avon, NY.
This dataset provided input imagery of forest and field terrain, both with and without
structures of varying size, and also imagery of a working mine in that area. The second
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collect used was a mission flown over Port-Au-Prince, Haiti to assess damage after the
2010 earthquake. The imagery from this dataset contained fields, an airport with aircraft
on the tarmac, a temporary military encampment, and various buildings. The last collect
used was from Trona, CA. It provided imagery of desert, both with and without structures
present, as well as some mountain and foothills terrain.
4.3.3 CubeSat Design Results
The STARE V4 system was first simulated with both the 2.2µm and 5.2μm detectors at a
sun angle of 90°, which corresponds to directly overhead and yields the best SNR, and at
altitudes of 330 km, 500 km, and 800 km. These images were used for algorithm
evaluation. One series of simulated images, for a military camp set up in Haiti after the
2010 earthquake, is shown in Figure 25 and Figure 26 below. Figure 25 was simulated
using the 5.2µm detector and Figure 26 was simulated with the 2.2µm detector.
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Figure 25. Imagery simulated for the STARE V4 design using the 5.2 μm detector.
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Figure 26. Imagery simulated for the STARE V4 design using the 2.2 μm detector.

The NIIRS rating was calculated for each configuration using the GIQE. The results are
shown in Table 9. The highest NIIRS achieved by any STARE V4 configuration was 3.74 for
a 330 km orbit with the 2.2 μm detector and one pixel of smear (Figure 26(a)), but this is
not a sufficiently high rating to justify using a system like this for purely human analysis.
There are many better systems from an image interpretability standpoint.
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Table 9. NIIRS rating calculated from GIQE for each STARE V4 configuration.
Altitude
[km]

Pixel Pitch
[μm]

GSD
[m]

2.2

1.12

5.2

2.64

2.2

1.70

5.2

4.02

2.2

2.71

5.2

6.40

Smear
[pix]

330

500

800

SNR

RERGM

GIQE

1

12.76

0.35

3.74

2

18.31

0.29

3.51

1

49.30

0.39

2.70

2

66.02

0.27

2.27

1

14.84

0.33

3.12

2

23.79

0.30

3.00

1

60.96

0.32

1.90

2

87.05

0.25

1.61

1

21.23

0.31

2.38

2

30.20

0.26

2.20

1

79.31

0.29

1.15

2

112.83

0.33

1.31

4.3.4 Microsatellite Design Results
An E2V focal plane array was selected as the alternate detector for the microsatellite
system. Since smear was the major issue with the microsatellite design, requiring a short
integration time to limit smear which then also limited the SNR, a 10 µm pixel pitch
detector was selected. The two detectors used to simulate the microsatellite imagery are
shown in Table 10.
Table 10. Specifications for detectors used with microsatellite design.
Specification

Aptina 5.2 μm E2V 10 μm

Pixel Pitch
Array Size

5.2 μm

10 μm

1280x1024 1280x1024

Well Depth

37000

16000

Read Noise

14.5

5

10

12

Bit Depth

The STARE V4 design had resulted in partially saturated imagery in a few cases, but this
was more common with the microsatellite design. With objects in the image that were
assumed to have a reflectance of 0.4 or greater, the images simulated with the 10 µm
detector were partially or completely saturated depending on the integration time. The
images with the 5.2 µm detector had the opposite problem – in many of them the signal
was low resulting in a low SNR. Figure 27 shows the results of the basic image simulation
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using the same Haiti image of a military camp. All the resulting images are scaled to display
properly. Without this, they are either too dim or too saturated to make out any detail.

Figure 27. Unscaled images. Left: 330 km with 5.2 µm detector and 1 pixel of smear. Right: 500 km
with 10 µm detector and 2 pixels of smear.

The images simulated with the 5.2 µm detector are 0.7 m GSD at 330 km altitude,
resulting in images that, while noisy, are much more detailed than any of the images
generated for the STARE V4 design. Saturation was not an issue when using this detector
either, though at a slightly longer integration time, that may change. The well depth for the
5.2 µm detector is 37000 e− versus 16000 e− for the 10 µm detector. Due to the saturation
issues using the 10 µm detector, only the 5.2 µm detector was used in later steps.
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Figure 28. Imagery simulated for the microsatellite system with the 5.2 μm detector.
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Figure 29. Imagery simulated for the microsatellite system with the 10 μm detector.

NIIRS ratings were calculated for the microsatellite imagery as well. The results as
shown in Table 11. Ratings were not calculated for the saturated images; images (d), (e),
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and (f) in Figure 29. These images are too saturated to be interpretable, so their NIIRS is
effectively zero. The microsatellite performed better than the CubeSat system, achieving a
maximum NIIRS of 4 in the 330 km orbit image with the 5.2 μm detector. The ribbing
pattern in several of the large tents can be seen in those images. Again though, there are
better systems available from a pure image interpretability standpoint.
Table 11. NIIRS rating calculated from GIQE for each microsatellite configuration.
Altitude
[km]

Pixel
Pitch
[μm]

GSD [m]

5.2

0.72

10

1.37

5.2

1.09

10

2.08

5.2

1.73

10

3.33

330

500

800

Smear
[pix]

SNR

RER GM

GIQE

1

17.82

0.27

4.03

2

27.06

0.27

4.03

1

56.43

0.26

3.14

2

79.89

0.29

3.26

1

22.86

0.19

3.08

2

34.02

0.32

3.67

1

69.16

0.21

2.31

1

34.02

0.30

2.98

2

44.90

0.30

2.98

2

1
2
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Chapter 5 Algorithm Selection and Mission Feasibility
Once simulated images were produced for testing, algorithm selection began. The
imagery simulated for the STARE V4 system was used in the algorithm selection phase
because a larger range of GSDs could be tested and because noise in the imagery was less of
a concern for those images. Once an algorithm was chosen, it was refined by applying it to
this set of images. These steps are discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. After a final version of
the algorithm was reached, it was applied to a new set of simulated images to determine
whether the mission was feasible. This is discussed in Section 5.3. Last, in Section 5.4,
boundary cases for application of the selected algorithm are reviewed.

5.1 Algorithm Selection
As noted in Section 3.5, a review of the literature on detection of man-made structure
within panchromatic images revealed that a combination of high frequency features (i.e.,
corners and edges) and texture features would likely yield an acceptable solution to the
detection problem. The goal of this work was not to invent a new algorithm but to find a
new way to implement existing methods in order to make a first order determination onboard the spacecraft whether or not the image captured contains man-made structures.
Once a basic method was selected, it was implemented on all the STARE V4 imagery that
had been simulated with a 90° sun angle to determine which configuration performed the
best.
Corner and edge detection was implemented using built-in functions in MATLAB. The
corner detection method used was the minimum eigenvalue method described by Shi and
Tomasi [55]. The Canny edge detection method was implemented as well [53]. The Canny
method was chosen for implementation due to its noise-suppression characteristics and
the fact that it requires weak edges to be linked to strong edges. This feature should
eliminate some of the gradient differences that may lead to edges in natural terrain.
MATLAB offers built-in functions for the Canny, Sobel, Prewitt, Roberts, and Laplacian of
Gaussian methods but the Canny method was found to perform better in the imagery used
because it suppresses weaker edges that are unconnected to strong edges. Figure 30 shows
an example of the different edge detection methods used on the same image. The Canny
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method misses some edges in the image that are obvious to a human observer, but does not
include the weak and sometimes spurious edges that the other methods find.

Figure 30. Corner detection algorithms applied to a simulated image of an airport in Haiti. The
methods in the image are: a) Canny, b) Laplacian of Gaussian, c) Prewitt, d) Roberts, and e) Sobel.

The PanTex measure was chosen for implementation from among texture feature
methods because it seemed the best developed and explored of the texture methods, and
because it had been developed with moderate resolution imagery. Pesaresi’s earlier work
had examined four texture features and a large set of displacement vectors and found the
contrast feature to be the best in discriminating man-made from natural areas [48].
Unfortunately, given that the method as implemented in [47] required human-in-the-loop
processing, some modifications were needed so the method could be implemented in an
entirely automated fashion and with lesser computational power. Calculating a fuzzy
minimum among ten features would be computationally expensive so a simpler method
that employed the same basic logic was developed.
PanTex required human interaction to select a threshold to define membership in the
built-up class. In the implementation in this work, rather than having a human select a
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threshold for each data set, a threshold was selected by applying the PanTex method to a
subset of the simulated images to find a threshold that could be applied with some
confidence across all the simulated images. PanTex was applied through the point of
determining the texture features for each window. At this point, an integer contrast feature
value had been calculated for each displacement vector in each window. In the PanTex
method, a min-max stretch was applied at this point, but the original scale of the contrast
features was maintained. To allow one threshold to be used across multiple images from
different imagers and satellites, the contrast features were stretched to fit a scale between
0.01 and 0.99. The fuzzy membership function was replaced with a voting mechanism, such
that if a certain number of the features were above the threshold in a given window, that
window would be marked as containing man-made structures.
With the standard scale and the voting mechanism in place, the modified PanTex
method was run on nearly all the imagery simulated for the STARE V4 system to determine
a level for the contrast and voting thresholds. A threshold of 0.4 was found to identify the
windows containing man-made structures while minimizing the number of spurious
detections in higher contrast natural regions. A voting threshold of five was used with this
contrast threshold, meaning that five of the ten contrast features needed to be above the
contrast threshold in order for the window to be marked as containing man-made
structures.
To reduce both the false alarm rate and the computational burden on-board, the
processing chain was implemented as a gated analysis system, where the process only
moves from one step to another if the first step was successful. First the image would be
analyzed for corners and edges and if a corner and edge occurred within three pixels of one
another, that region would be marked for PanTex analysis. To simplify the problem of
selecting a region around edges and corners for texture analysis, the input image is divided
into blocks of 50 x 50 pixels. If the edge and corner step indicates the presence of manmade structure, then the texture analysis is run on that block. If the PanTex measure
indicates the presence of structure in a window and there are edges or corners within that
windows, then that section of the image would be flagged as containing man-made
structure and downlinked for human analysis.
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The PanTex algorithm was originally developed for 5 m resolution imagery, but the full
algorithm was run on a set of simulated microsatellite imagery of better resolution to
determine where it failed. The edge and corner portion of the algorithm performed
adequately in most cases, but the modified PanTex algorithm generated incorrect results,
often failing to identify man-made structure in the image. Two examples of this are shown
in Figure 31 and Figure 32. In processed images, edges are shown as blue dots, corners are
denoted by red stars, and green stars mark the center of PanTex windows. Figure 31 was
simulated using the 5.2 µm detector at 330 km, resulting in a GSD of 0.72 m. Figure 32 was
simulated at an altitude of 500 km, resulting in a GSD of 1.09 m. Both of these are far lower
than the 5 m GSD for which PanTex was developed. In both images, the PanTex algorithm
has identified the road rather than the buildings in the image. This is because the PanTex
algorithm is looking for changes between pixels that are a maximum of two pixels away
from one another. In the images below, the changes that occur near the structures cover a
larger distance than a couple pixels. In addition, the structures themselves are bright but
homogeneous, so there is less overall change in nearby pixels than can be found in the
dimmer, but narrower road that also appears in the image. In Figure 32, the PanTex
algorithm even identified a section of forest rather than the structures. In both cases, the
algorithm would have failed to identify man-made structures in the image because the
modified PanTex windows do not contain edges or corners.
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Figure 31. Microsatellite image simulated with the 5.2 μm detector at 330 km. Blue shows edges,
red stars denote corners, and green stars mark the center of PanTex windows.
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Figure 32. Microsatellite image simulated with the 5.2 μm detector at 500 km.

The same image simulated at an altitude of 800 km, yielded the first success in the
series (see Figure 33). The only PanTex window identified contains an identified edge
feature. The GSD of this image is 1.73 m, so the road and forest appear more homogeneous
than in the previous images.

Figure 33. Microsatellite image simulated with the 5.2 μm detector at 800 km.
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Figure 34 shows an image from the Haiti collect containing a portion of the airport. This
image demonstrates the same problem. There are several PanTex windows identified, but
none of them contain edge or corner features. In the windows identified on the left side of
the image, it can be seen that the natural terrain contains many pixel to pixel changes in
grey level, potentially from noise. These variations may be causing the modified PanTex
algorithm to flag these areas.

Figure 34. Microsatellite image simulated with the 5.2 μm detector at 500 km.

The mission feasibility should be carried out with the configuration likely to yield the
greatest chance of success, which based on the results of algorithm testing was the STARE
V4 design with the 5.2 µm imager at an altitude of 500 km. One pixel of smear was used
with this baseline configuration.

5.2 Algorithm Refinement
A problem in implementing the modified PanTex measure in a system like this, is that
sometimes natural areas can be flagged as containing structure. This happens because of
the scale normalization step in which the contrast features are stretched so they can be
directly compared to one another. A forested area that has many small changes in grey
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level over the 50 x 50 pixel area can, once stretched, result in false alarms in the image. An
example of this is shown in Figure 35 below. The image is a section of forest from the
SHARE 2012 collect simulated for the STARE V4 system at 500 km with one pixel of smear.
The original image is low contrast; the maximum DC in the image is 228 out of 1024. In the
processed output, the results are shown over a scaled display of the image. The blue dots
are where the algorithm detected an edge, the red star is a detected corner, and the green
stars are the centers of the 9 x 9 pixel windows that meet the threshold requirements for
man-made structure. Figure 36 shows a section of forest in the same area that contains a
man-made area: a house in a clearing with several other structures and a gravel road. In
this image, only areas that truly contain man-made structure or mark the boundary
between the cleared area and the forest have been flagged by the modified PanTex
measure. The boundary areas tend to be marked because the trees cast the large shadows
that are the main feature exploited by PanTex. However, none of the boundary flags occur
near an edge and corner set, so they are considered spurious.

Figure 35. A section of forest from the SHARE 2012 collect. The original image is on the left, with
the processed simulated image on the right. The green stars are the centers of windows that were
deemed likely to contain man-made structure by the modified PanTex algorithm. Because the input
image was lower contrast, scaling the calculated contrast features results in false alarms.
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Figure 36. A section of forest from the same area of the SHARE 2012 collect, but with a house and
associated structures in the middle of the image. The original image is on the left, with the
processed simulated image on the right.

This occurred in other similar image pairs as well: false alarms crept in when manmade structures were not present in the image. This is because the modified PanTex
measure is not looking for man-made structure in images per se; it is looking for areas in
the image that are above a certain contrast level as determined by half or more of the
contrast features calculated in the image after those features have been stretched. A
comparison between the unstretched contrast features in forest scene in Figure 35 and the
scene in Figure 36, revealed a sharp difference in initial values of the features. The scene
with man-made structure had contrast features values ranging from 198.5 to 2796.5, while
the natural forest scene ranged from 75.5 to 607.9. This difference was found to reflect a
difference in the range of grey levels in the image. The forest scene had a range of only 59
grey levels, while the man-made structure scene had 133.
The difference in grey levels between scenes with man-made structure and natural
scenes held across similar scene pairs in the rest of the simulated imagery. If a larger scene
were examined, one which contained both the natural areas and man-made structure, the
PanTex measure worked. However, processing time increased significantly on larger
images which meant that method would be unsuitable for an on-board processing
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application. The other option was to better narrow down windows within the image that
were likely to contain man-made structure and only perform the modified PanTex step on
those windows.
An additional step was added to the processing chain, relying on the range of grey levels
in large windows in the image, either 50 x 50 pixels or 100 x 100 depending on the size of
the image. The range of grey levels is a basic measure of contrast in an image [61].
However, to avoid confusion with the contrast feature, this will be referred to as the grey
level range of the image. In addition to the range, the standard deviation of grey level
values was calculated. Like the range, the standard deviation was found to be higher in
areas that contained man-made structure. Table 12 summarizes the range and standard
deviation information derived from the simulated imagery used. The simulated images
used were for the STARE V4 system using the 5.2 µm imager at 500 km altitude with 1 pixel
of smear. For imagery from the same collect, there is a noticeable difference between the
man-made and natural areas in both range and standard deviation of grey levels.
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Table 12. Grey level ranges and standard deviations for simulated STARE imagery.
Collect

Image

Airport
Urban
Haiti
Military Camp
Field and Dirt
Forest
Field and Forest
Forest (1)
Forest (2)
House in Field and Forest
Large Building in Field
Large Buildings with Forest
SHARE 2012
Industrial Area
Large Industrial Building
Small Industrial Building
Mine Area
Mine Area with Small Structures
Mine Gravel Pit
Foothills
Mountains
Scrub Desert
Trona
Scrub Desert with Structures
School
Industrial Building in Desert

Type
Man-made
Man-made
Man-made
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Man-made
Man-made
Man-made
Man-made
Man-made
Man-made
Man-made
Man-made
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Man-made
Man-made
Man-made

Image Size at Number of Standard
4m res (pix) Grey Levels Deviation
62x62
50x50
37x37
38x38
15x15
51x51
40x40
52x52
33x33
55x55
48x48
42x42
43x43
25x25
38x38
31x31
22x22
75x75
82x82
59x59
97x97
93x93
99x99

405
154
116
66
41
59
53
59
133
672
713
512
649
501
151
252
133
395
421
200
765
874
853

12.83
10.08
5.02
2.04
1.87
1.31
1.28
1.23
6.80
80.68
49.92
27.65
49.44
41.37
8.06
9.38
10.51
16.82
10.45
2.66
15.95
36.93
45.16

The additional processing step calculates the range and standard deviation of the grey
levels in each window in the image and then sets a threshold based on the maximum value
of both. If both values in a window are above the threshold set for each metric, that window
is considered a possible location for structures. If an edge or corner also occurs within that
window, then it is flagged for analysis using the modified PanTex method. If every section
in the image is above the threshold for both grey level range and standard deviation, then
the image content is likely homogeneous, containing either entirely natural or man-made
terrain. In order to reduce false alarms, images that are homogeneous are eliminated. The
image may contain man-made structure, but using this technique allows false alarms to be
reduced while maintaining a capability to detect the transition between man-made and
natural terrain. Those transition images are flagged for continued analysis and the goal of
finding new or unknown structures is still fulfilled.
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The final algorithm, then, proceeds as shown in Figure 37. The image is broken into
windows of 50 x 50 pixels and the grey level range and standard deviation for each window
is calculated. Edge and corner features are detected across the entire image. If a section
that passed the grey level range and standard deviation step also has an edge and corner
pair in it, then that section is passed on to the modified PanTex step. The modified PanTex
measure is run on only the sections that passed the previous steps. The PanTex measure is
run in 9 x 9 pixel windows, so if an edge or corner occurs within four pixels of a marked
contrast feature (the green stars in the processed images), then the section is marked as
containing man-made structure. In a final system, these images would be queued for
downlink.
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Figure 37. Image processing workflow.

5.3 Mission Feasibility
The three-component method described above was applied to larger images from
Trona, SHARE 2012, and Haiti that could be broken into processing windows of 30 to 50
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pixels wide. The simulated imagery used as input to the process is shown in Figure 38,
Figure 39, and Figure 40.

Figure 38. Images from Haiti collect.

Figure 39. Images from SHARE 2012 collect.
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Figure 40. Images from Trona, CA collect.

5.3.1 Results with a Sun Angle of 90°
The first set of images run was the set that was thought to have the best chance of
success: the images with the sun directly overhead.
Table 13. Results of selected image processing chain.
Image Size at
Collect
Image
Type
4m res (pix)
Field and Urban Setting
Mixed
102x102
Haiti
Field, Military Camp, & Airport
Mixed
101x101
Field and Airport
102x102
Mixed
Forest
Natural
68x68
Industrial Building
Man-Made
75x75
SHARE 2012 Large Building in Field
Mixed
71x71
Large Building in Forest
Mixed
71x71
Mine Adjacent to Forest
72x72
Mixed
Foothills
Natural
104x104
Mountains
Natural
86x86
Trona
School in Desert
Mixed
114x114
Industrial Building & Town in Desert Mixed
117x117

Results
Success
Success
Failure
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success

The method worked in every case except the Haiti image containing a large section of
the airport and a section of field (see Figure 41), resulting in a detection rate of 0.89 and a
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false alarm rate of 0. The method relies on the range and standard deviation of the grey
levels being different between the man-made and natural areas. The thresholds for each
were set based upon the results from the smaller image sections examined previously. If a
section of an image had a grey level range of at least 70% of the maximum grey level range
value from all the sections within that image, then that section was assumed to have manmade structure in it. For standard deviation, the threshold was set at 50%. In the case of
the Haiti image, the threshold for the range of grey levels would have to have been set to
72% to eliminate the section of the image containing the field. The grey level range
threshold was set to 75% and the entire dataset was rerun, resulting in 100% success with
a detection rate of 1 and a false alarm rate of 0. This threshold was applied to all later
analysis as well.

Figure 41. Simulated image from the Haiti collect containing part of the airport and a field.
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5.3.2 Results with a Sun Angle of 30°
The 12 images were simulated again using a sun angle of 30º rather than 90º, resulting
in overall lower signals in all images. The algorithm was run again on this imagery. The
results are shown in Table 14. The method worked in every case, resulting in a detection
rate of 1 and a false alarm rate of zero.
Table 14. Image processing results with a sun angle of 30°.
Image Size at
Collect
Image
Type
4m res (pix)
Field and Urban Setting
Mixed
102x102
Haiti
Field, Military Camp, & Airport
Mixed
101x101
Field and Airport
102x102
Mixed
Forest
Natural
68x68
Industrial Building
Man-Made
75x75
SHARE 2012 Large Building in Field
Mixed
71x71
Large Building in Forest
Mixed
71x71
Mine Adjacent to Forest
72x72
Mixed
Foothills
Natural
104x104
Mountains
Natural
86x86
Trona
School in Desert
Mixed
114x114
Industrial Building & Town in Desert Mixed
159x159

Results
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success

5.3.3 Other Sun Angles
There was little difference between the results generated using the 90º sun angle
images and the 30º sun angle data, the two boundary cases. A subset of the data was
simulated at other sun angles, including at least one image from each collect and images
containing both mixed and natural terrain. In addition to sun angles of 45° and 60°, which
were the remaining sun angles form the original scope, a sun angle of 20° was simulated to
see if the boundary of the capability could be found. The method was successful in every
case, as shown in Table 15, but some variations in how accurate the modified PanTex
method were observed.
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Table 15. Results of additional sun angles.
20° Sun
Collect
Image
Type
Angle
Field, Military Camp, & Airport
Mixed
Success
Haiti
Field and Airport
Success
Mixed
Forest
Natural
Success
SHARE 2012
Large Building in Forest
Success
Mixed
Mountains
Natural
Success
Trona
Industrial Building & Town in Desert Mixed
Success

45° Sun
Angle
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success

60° Sun
Angle
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success
Success

Lower sun angle has two primary effects: lower signal overall, and lower signal to noise
ratio. Neither of these had a noticeable effect on the grey level range and standard
deviation step, but in some images additional edges and corners appeared in the lower sun
angle images, likely due to the lower SNR. The most noticeable effect was in the modified
PanTex step. While PanTex blocks which contained edges and corners still appeared, the
lower sun angle images contained more spurious PanTex results, as can be seen in Figure
42. This is likely due to the increased influence of noise in those images, which introduces
additional variation in the grey levels. This increases the chance that an otherwise
homogeneous region will demonstrate enough variation to raise its contrast features above
the threshold.

Figure 42. Haiti image showing the effects of sun angle on modified PanTex results.

5.3.4 Computational Efficiency
One of the goals of the algorithm was to minimize the computational burden to facilitate
its eventual transition to a CubeSat platform. While a full assessment of the ease of this
transition is not possible given time and resources, a basic evaluation of the feasibility can
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be made. The computer on which the algorithm was run is based on an Intel i7-2600
processor and has 16 GB of RAM. The processor runs at up to 3.4 GHz and the RAM is
1333MHz.
Three different test images were used to generate computational efficiency numbers:
the natural desert scene containing foothills from Trona, the military camp and airport
image from Haiti, and both the natural forest scene and large building in a forest scene
from SHARE 2012. The average time to run the algorithm was calculated for the first two
steps together, and then for the PanTex step separately. The results are shown in Table 16.
Table 16. Processing time for major algorithm steps.
Time [s]:
Time [s]:
Image
Steps 1 & 2
PanTex
Trona Foothills
0.2652
n/a
SHARE Forest
0.2434
n/a
Haiti Field, Military Camp, & Airport
0.2340
1.1830
Haiti Field and Airport
0.2340
9.2093
SHARE Large Building in Forest
0.2340
3.5211

The time to run the first two steps was similar across all the images used, roughly a
quarter second, regardless of the image size. The time required to run PanTex varied with
both the size of the block analyzed and the number of grey levels in the block. The Haiti
image containing the military camp and airport used a 50 x 50 pixel block, but had only 306
grey levels. The Haiti image of the airport and field was processed using the same size
block, but had 773 grey levels. The size of the GLCM is directly dependent upon the number
of grey levels in the image, so this accounts for the increase in processing time. The SHARE
scene had 780 grey levels, but the original processing block used was 35 x 35 pixels
because the input image was smaller. With fewer pixels in the image, fewer sliding
windows were needed to cover the area. This again has a direct impact on the processing
time, so even though the scene contained a large number of grey levels, it was faster to
process than the Haiti scene. When the block size was increased to 50 x 50 pixels, the
processing time increased to 9.3227 seconds.
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5.4 Feasibility Boundary Cases
Although one configuration of the systems under consideration has been found to work,
it may be helpful in future design to understand what the limits of different system design
variables are for the planned capability. There may be less expensive or more efficient
ways to perform the mission that can only be explored if the boundary cases are known. To
accomplish this, additional images were simulated with varying GSD, smear, jitter, and SNR,
and the algorithm was applied to each set to find the working limit of each variable. The
same image was used to find the boundary of each variable: a WASP image of a large
building next to a forest from the SHARE 2012 collect, the last image in Figure 39.
The GSD and jitter were varied by running the image simulation routine again and
manually adjusting the variable rather than letting the routine calculate them based on
orbital parameters and design variables. Additional GSD images were produced at 1 m
increments from 5 m to 10 m. Jitter images were produced using a jitter ranging from 0.1 to
1 in 0.1 increments. For the smear images, a 4 m GSD image with one pixel of smear was
blurred in MATLAB to simulate additional smearing over a range of two to ten pixels of
smear. The SNR images were generated from a base 4 m GSD image with no noise
simulated. This image was used as the signal image and Gaussian noise with variances
between 0.01 and 0.0001 was added to simulate an SNR range of 4.7 to 46.
For each variable, the algorithm as described in Section 5.2 was run. The level at which
a part of the processing chain failed was noted for each. In the case of the GSD images, the
modified PanTex algorithm was only effective up to a 5 m resolution, while the edge-corner
and grey level range blocks remained effective through 10 m. In the remaining cases, the
edge and corner block of the processing chain failed first, with either an edge or corner
disappearing from an edge-corner pair. This happened at an SNR of approximately 15, at a
smear of 5 pixels, and at a jitter of 0.9 pixels. The results are shown in Table 17 below.
Table 17. Processing Limits and failure modes for algorithm.
Parameter

Boundary
Value

Failure Mode

GSD

5

PanTex

SNR

14.78

Edge/Corner Pairing

Smear

5

Edge/Corner Pairing

Jitter

0.9

Edge/Corner Pairing
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As mentioned in Section 4.3.1, originally limits of 2 pixels of smear and 0.4 pixels of
jitter were assumed to be limits because those are the levels at which there is a noticeable
change in NIIRS. However, it would seem that the processing technique selected for this
study can tolerate higher levels of both smear and jitter before failure. This is an important
finding from a system design standpoint because it means that some requirements may be
relaxed without adversely affecting mission execution. For instance, relaxing the jitter
requirement may allow for cost-savings in the system design since fewer mitigation steps
would be required to ensure the necessary platform stability. Using a baseline GSD of 4 to
5 m may permit the use of a less expensive focal plane array.
Finding these limits may change the way a final system would be operated as well. With
an upper limit of 5 pixels of smear, the system designer may choose a longer integration
time as the baseline, which would increase the SNR in the imagery. This change would
benefit the microsatellite design, in particular. However, making such a change in a system
that was optimized for spatial resolution defeats the purpose of the system. A system
designer must take the intent of the design into account when making decisions like
changing the integration time to improve SNR. It is not enough to find a way for the system
to perform the specified mission – the question of whether it is worthwhile to do so must
be answered. In this case, with a less costly system already able to perform the mission, it is
pointless to make a design adjustment to the microsatellite system. It is not suited for this
task.
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Chapter 6 Constellation Design
A basic constellation design must be undertaken in order to fully understand the
mission trade space. Even if the mission feasibility step provides excellent results, if the
total number of satellites required to carry out the mission is too high, then the cost of such
a system would preclude its implementation. Since the goal is to understand whether the
implementation of the system is worthwhile, a system designer only needs to perform a
simple constellation design to determine the maximum number of satellites that might be
needed to carry out the mission. If that number is too high, then additional work can be
done to partially optimize the constellation and reduce the number of satellites.

6.1 Constellation Sizing
A modified “streets of coverage” design can be used to find the maximum number of
satellites needed by examining the number of satellites needed to provide overlapping
coverage at the equator. This differs from a traditional synchronized “streets of coverage”
design in that the coverage is not required to be both continuous and instantaneous. The
final coverage should not include gaps but every area of the Earth does not have to be
covered simultaneously.
For this system, the coverage requirements were to image all the land areas between
the Arctic and Antarctic circles that are thought to be unoccupied at a frequency of every 3
to 7 days. This means that the inclination for the basic design can be set at 66°, which will
affect the swath width at the equator. In addition, the system configuration which was
found to work in the mission feasibility step will be used, so the STARE V4 system with the
5.2 μm detector will be used at an altitude of 500 km.
The first step is to find the field of view of the satellite at the equator. The detector
selected has 1280 horizontal elements and 1024 vertical elements at a 5.2 μm pitch, which
corresponds to a horizontal width on the ground of 𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ = 5.1538 km. If the constellation
were polar orbiting, this would be the width of the detector array at the equator, however,
since this design uses an inclination of 66°, the detector array will image a slightly longer
strip of the equator. This can be determined by using Eq. (6-1). For this case, the detector
will stretch across 𝑑𝐹𝑂𝑉|𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 5.6415 km at the equator.
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𝑑𝐹𝑂𝑉|𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 =

𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ
sin(𝑖)

(6-1)

If the satellites are assumed to be in one plane, then to ensure continuous coverage at
the equator, the next satellite’s field of view must be adjacent to the first field of view, as
shown in Figure 43.

Figure 43. Field of view placement for continuous coverage at the equator.

This may be easiest to visualize if one assumes the Earth is rotating under the satellites.
Then the second satellite needs to trail the first by the amount of time that will allow the
Earth to rotate a new area under the satellite’s field of view. If this spacing is maintained at
the equator, then there will be overlap between the fields of view at higher latitudes.
Now that the width of the FOV at the equator is known, the satellite spacing can be
calculated by finding the time needed for the Earth to rotate the distance of one FOV, as
shown in Eq. (6-2).
𝑡𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 =

𝑑𝐹𝑂𝑉|𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑣𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙

(6-2)

Using this equation, the satellites should be 12.13 s apart in their orbit for the edges of
the FOVs to line up.
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The distance the Earth rotates over the course of one orbit must also be known in order
to complete the constellation design. This will allow the calculation of how many satellites
are needed to fully cover the Earth. Using Eq. (6-3), the distance rotated over one orbital
period is 2640 km.
𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑡 = 𝑣𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 ∙ 𝑃

(6-3)

At this point, there are two ways of estimating the number of satellites required: use the
FOV width and the distance rotated over one orbit or use the spacing between satellites
and the orbital period. Both methods are shown in Eq. (6-4).
𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠 =

𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑡
𝑑𝐹𝑂𝑉|𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟

=

𝑃
𝑡𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔

(6-4)

If the exact numbers are used for this calculation, then 468 satellites are needed to
cover the Earth completely. If, however, some margin is added by truncating the spacing
time to 12 s or the equatorial FOV width to 5.5 km, either 473 or 480 satellites would be
needed. This is the estimate of the maximum number of satellites needed to carry out the
mission.
That number can be lowered, however, if more time can be taken to capture images of
the whole surface. Using 480 satellites in one plane, it will take a day to image the whole
Earth. The original requirement gave up to one week to complete imaging, allowing for
reduction in the number of satellites without breaking a mission requirement. Another way
to reduce the number of satellites required is to use a larger FPA which will have a larger
𝑑𝐹𝑂𝑉|𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 .

6.2 Mission Cost
With an estimate of the maximum number of satellites, the cost of the mission hardware
can be estimated. A 3U CubeSat, with all the necessary subsystems, costs roughly $100,000.
If the cost of the payload is estimated to be $50,000, then the total cost per satellite is
$150,000. If 480 are produced for a constellation, then the hardware cost for the mission is
$72 million. This may seem expensive, but a large imaging satellite may cost hundreds of
millions of dollars and a single Skybox Imaging satellite costs $50 million.
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Chapter 7 Alternate Application of the Framework
In the preceding work, the analysis framework was applied to a generic problem with
two detailed reference designs for the systems. The same framework concepts can be used
on problems where less information is available for both the system under analysis and the
mission selected. An analysis of this sort was performed to answer the question of whether
a constellation of CubeSats providing once a day coverage of the entire Earth at three to
five meter spatial resolution could have aided in the search for Malaysian Airlines Flight
370 (MH370), which went missing in March 2014.
After the disappearance of MH370, there were two stories that referenced statements
by retired Canadian astronaut Chris Hadfield and Will Marshall, CEO of Planet Labs, that
had the planned Planet Labs constellation of CubeSats been in place, MH370 would have
been found. It was reported in an article on CNN.com with the headline “Astronaut: New
satellites could track missing planes” [62], that after a talk at TED 2014 Mr. Hadfield stated
the Planet Labs constellation could have helped in finding the missing aircraft. Mr.
Marshall’s statement also came from the TED 2014 conference, where he said “In the
future, we should never have a situation where we have to wait two weeks to find a lost
plane” [63]. Statements like these, particularly given the way they were reported – a
Mashable.com article began with “Had Malaysian Airlines Flight 370 disappeared just a few
weeks later, we may have been able to find it in a matter of hours” – beg the question
whether a Planet Labs-type constellation would be capable of aiding in such a search.
The problem can be broken down into two questions: 1) could a constellation of small
satellites that provide once a day coverage of the entire Earth have imaged an aircraft
downed in the ocean, and 2) if the image were captured, would the image quality be
sufficient to detect the aircraft in the image? The same analytical framework used
previously can be applied to this problem. The major difference is that the mission goal for
the conceived emergency response mission is already known so the requirements
generation process is simplified. Additionally, less is known about the system under
analysis, the Planet Labs constellation of CubeSats. Because Planet Labs is a commercial
enterprise, they do not publish specifications for their satellites or optical systems. This
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means that some information needed for the analysis will have to be derived from existing
information and some assumptions will be made.
The question of whether the planned satellite constellation could have captured an
image of the downed aircraft can be answered as a probability of the satellite imaging the
area of the crash while the wreckage is present and the probability that the image would be
cloud-free given the average weather in that region at that time of the year.
𝑃𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒 ∗ 𝑃𝑤𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒 ∗ 𝑃𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒

(7-1)

The second question can be answered by simulating imagery of downed aircraft
wreckage in the open ocean and determining whether the aircraft wreckage is detectable
by humans or automated processing.

7.1 Mission Requirements
The requirements for the mission of finding the aircraft can be written to correspond to
the two questions comprising the problem. First, in order for a satellite system to capture
an image of an aircraft downed in the ocean, the satellite must image the area of the crash
at some point after the crash and before the aircraft wreckage sinks. Second, if the image is
captured, the wreckage must be visible within the image. This means not only must the
spatial resolution of the system be sufficient to distinguish the wreckage in the ocean, but
the area over the wreckage must be cloud-free.
The answers to both the problem questions above rely to some extent on what happens
when an aircraft crashes in water. In particular, the time it takes for the wreckage to sink
will affect whether the satellite has a chance to image the wreckage, and the size of the
pieces of wreckage will determine whether the wreckage would be visible in 3 to 5 m
imagery. There is little rigorous academic study of aircraft crashes in water, but the
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) and similar organizations worldwide conduct
thorough investigations of every crash. By examining historical cases and reports, some
necessary data can be deduced.
The rate at which an aircraft is expected to sink is a difficult question to answer. By
reviewing the reports of previous aircraft crashes in water, it can be ascertained that the
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aircraft will begin to sink immediately after crashing regardless of whether it breaks up
upon impact or remains intact. In the NTSB report on the crash of National Airlines Flight
4744, a Boeing 727 that went down in the water near Pensacola in 1978, the aircraft began
to fill with water immediately [64]. By the time the crew had exited the cockpit, there was a
foot of water in the main cabin. This was the case in US Airways Flight 1549 as well. In that
situation, an Airbus 320 was piloted to a controlled landing on the Hudson River. The
aircraft was still climbing after take-off at the time of the bird strike and the pilot was an
experienced glider pilot, resulting in a relatively gentle water landing [65]. Regardless, the
aircraft began to fill with water in the tail section where the skin of the aircraft had
deformed. Examining surveillance video footage of the landing, after 10 minutes, the water
is nearly at the level of the forward cabin door through which the passengers evacuated.
Extrapolating from this evidence, it can be optimistically estimated that the aircraft will
occupy the area of the crash for 30 minutes after crashing. This will serve as the upper
bound for the problem. A perhaps more realistic estimate of 90 seconds will be used as the
lower bound. This estimate is based on a Time article on the lessons learned from the
controlled water landing of US Airways Flight 1549, which stated planes are designed in
general to float for long enough to evacuate the passengers, or about 90 seconds [66].
In the cases mentioned above, the aircraft remained intact upon impact, but in the case
of crashes that occur at cruising altitude, this is less likely to be the case. Water is
incompressible, so an uncontrolled or rough landing will likely result in the break-up of the
aircraft structure. This was the case for Air France Flight 447 (AF447), which crashed in the
Atlantic Ocean in 2009. Based on the deformation to the aircraft underbelly pieces among
the wreckage, it was likely the aircraft had been intact when it impacted the water, but the
wreckage was found in pieces, indicating it broke up upon impact [67].

7.2 Factors Affecting the System’s Ability to Perform the Mission
We start with the same list of common factors addressed in Section 3.3.1: the physical
design, payload design, platform stability, downlink capability, orbit, space environment,
and atmospheric conditions. Figure 44 below shows each factor and what contributes to
each factors’ effect.
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Figure 44. Factors that affect image quality.

As before, we select the factors from the list that we can account for or model in this
analysis. This list will be shorter due to the fact that technical information on the Planet
Labs satellites and payloads is not readily available. Based on the information that is
available, we know that the satellites have a GSD of between 3 and 5 meters, they collect
color images, they have launched from the International Space Station and Dnepr rockets at
altitudes of around 400 km and 620 km, respectively, and that the completed constellation
will provide whole Earth coverage [68].
The factors that can be accounted for are those that affect the GSD, how often the
satellite can image, and the quality of the image – whether the image is clear enough to see
the aircraft wreckage. The physical size, optical design, detector choice, and altitude all
affect the GSD. The velocity of the satellite and the detector affect how often it can take an
image. And lastly, the atmospheric conditions, including the cloud cover in the area and the
atmospheric transmission, affect the quality of the final image and whether the wreckage is
visible. The cloud cover will be calculated as a percent likelihood of a cloud-free image
given the average weather in the region at the time of the disappearance. Figure 45 shows
in red the factors accounted for in this analysis.
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Figure 45. Image quality factors accounted for in this analysis are shown in red.

7.3 Image Quality Assessment
Given the limited information available regarding the satellite and payload, an image
quality assessment gauging the GSD, SNR, and additional factors could not be performed.
However, the GSD of the system is known to be 3 to 5 m which means that simulated
imagery with the proper spatial resolution can be generated. There was no imagery of the
open ocean available at the time of this work, so DIRSIG was used to generate images of a
Boeing 777 in the open ocean at depths of 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 m. The ocean as modeled in
DIRSIG was clear water containing large rolling waves, but no whitecaps as might be found
with stronger winds. The simulated imagery was generated at 1 m resolution and
resampled to generate 3 to 5 m resolution imagery. Since the noise characteristics of the
simulated system is not known, noise was not added to the images. Figure 46 shows the
original image of the aircraft at a depth of 0 m and the resampled images.
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Figure 46. Simulated imagery of a Boeing 777 in the open ocean at the original resolution and the
three lower resolutions used in this analysis.

The imagery that was used for testing contained likely pieces of aircraft wreckage: the
cockpit section, the front and rear fuselage sections, the tail section, and the wings. The
smallest piece of wreckage, the cockpit section, was a triangle of roughly 6 m by 8 m. Even
in the 3m resolution imagery, the cockpit section covered an area of only a few pixels. The
larger pieces were the rear fuselage at 3 0m by 6 m, and the wings which were triangles
with a base of 14 m and a height of 27 m. The effect of the depth of the wreckage is shown
in Figure 47, which displays the same tail section at depths of 0 m, 10 m, and 20 m. With
these five sections at three different depths and at three spatial resolutions, a wreckage
image set of 45 images was created. Images that contained only open ocean at each
resolution were also created, for a total test image set of 48 images.
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Figure 47. The effect of depth on the 4 m simulated output.

The last component that affects image quality, the cloud cover in the area, must be
estimated using historical cloud cover averages for the region. For this to be valid, it must
be assumed that the weather in one part of the ocean is similar to the weather in another
nearby part of the same ocean. Since this case involves the eastern part of the Indian Ocean
in March, the historical average weather for the Keeling Islands in March will be used to
estimate cloud cover. During that month, the region is mostly clear 12% of the time, partly
cloudy 24% of the time, mostly cloudy 29% of the time, and overcast 9% of the time. The
remainder of the time is assumed to be clear [69]. The World Meteorological Organization
defines these cloud cover types in terms of oktas, or eighths of the sky, covered [70]. Using
these okta definitions, an estimate was made of the percentage of the sky covered by clouds
for each cloud cover type.
With the probabilities of each type of cloud cover determined, we can calculate the
probability of capturing a cloud-free image using Eq. (7-2).
5

𝑃𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 = 1 − ∑ 𝑃𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 (𝑖) ∗ 𝐴𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 (𝑖)

(7-2)

𝑖=1

Using Eq. (7-2), a probability of cloud cover was developed for each type, and the total
probability of cloud cover in the area was estimated to be 0.4677, yielding a probability of
capturing a cloud-free image of 𝑃𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 = 0.53. Table 18 shows the cloud cover types and
probabilities used for each. This method of estimating cloud cover can be used for any
region of the Earth.
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Table 18. Definitions, probabilities, and areas for cloud cover types.

Cloud Cover Probability Definition
Type
of Type
(oktas)
Clear
Mostly Clear
Partly Cloudy
Mosty Cloudy
Overcast

0.26
0.12
0.24
0.29
0.09

<1
1-2
3-5
6-7
8

Percent
Probability of
Cloud
Cloud Cover
Cover
0
0.00
19
0.02
50
0.12
81
0.23
100
0.09

7.4 Algorithm Selection
The same process used to find man-made structure on land was used in this analysis,
with the exclusion of the modified PanTex method. The modified PanTex method was
found to yield a large number of false alarms in both real and simulated ocean imagery, as
seen in Figure 48. The homogeneity of the grey level range and the standard deviation was
computed for image section and the results compared to the edge and corner detection
results. As before, if an image section was flagged as likely to contain wreckage by both
methods, that section was considered either a positive detection or a false alarm,
depending on the content of the image.

Figure 48. The full algorithm applied to open ocean imagery. Red stars are corners, blue lines are
edges, and green stars are modified PanTex measure window centers indicating high contrast. Left:
Greyscale version of 3m resolution simulated image of Boeing 777. Right: Subset of a Planet Labs
image of a freighter in the open ocean [71].
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In addition to the machine method, a small trial with human analysts was run to
determine whether humans could detect the wreckage pieces in color imagery. This
method was meant to replicate the current Tomnod system used by DigitalGlobe to
crowdsource imagery analysis in emergency response and disaster recovery situations
[22]. Imagery collected by DigitalGlobe assets is loaded onto the Tomnod website. Users
are given a short introduction to what they are looking for in the imagery and are then
allowed to select a region and begin working, tagging anything they detect in the image that
might be a target. If enough users tag the same area, that area is forwarded for additional
analysis. For this small experiment, if half or more of the participants identified wreckage
in an area of an image, it was considered either a positive detection or a false alarm, again
depending on the image content.

7.5 Mission Feasibility
Mission feasibility has two components in this case study: the probability that the image
will be captured by the satellite system as described, and the probability that if the image is
captured, the wreckage will be identified in the image.
7.5.1 Probability of capturing the image
As discussed above, the probability that a constellation imaging the whole Earth once a
day will capture an image of an aircraft downed in the ocean is a product of the
independent probabilities that the satellite and the wreckage will be present in the same
place at the same time; in other words, that the satellite will overfly and image the site of
the wreckage before the wreckage sinks, and the probability that the image will be cloudfree. The probability of capturing a cloud-free image was calculated to be 0.53 in Section
7.3 and now the probability that the satellite will overfly the wreckage must be determined.
In Section 7.1, it was determined that aircraft wreckage will be assumed to sink in 30
minutes in an optimistic case, and 90 seconds in a less optimistic case. We must now
calculate the probability that the wreckage will be present at the site at any given time. An
aircraft crash is assumed to be equally likely at any time during the 24-hour day, so if the
aircraft takes 30 minutes to sink, the probability that the aircraft will be present at a given
time is 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡 = 0.0208. If the aircraft takes 90 seconds to sink, 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡 = 1.0416x10−3.
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The probability that the satellite will image a given area at a given time requires several
additional assumptions. First, optical satellites cannot image when the sun is not present,
and in order to collect a good image, the sun angle must be sufficient to provide an
adequate SNR. A sun angle of at least 30 degrees will be assumed to be necessary. In the
Indian Ocean in March, daylight lasts from approximately 6am to 6pm, or 12 hours. If a sun
angle of 30 degrees or better is required, that gives an imaging window of 8 hours. For a
satellite constellation that images every area on Earth once a day, that means that a
satellite must be present and imaging that area at some point during that 8 hour window.
The chance that the satellite is imaging a particular location within a 30 minute window is
𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒 = 0.0625. If the window is only 90 seconds, then 𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒 = 0.003125.
Combining the three terms of Eq. (7-1), we get 𝑃𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 6.92 × 10−4 if the aircraft sinks
in 30 minutes and 𝑃𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 1.725 × 10−6 if the aircraft sinks in 90 seconds.
7.5.2 Probability of finding aircraft wreckage in the imagery
The machine analysis of the simulated images was performed first. Since the algorithm
selected was meant to be used on greyscale imagery, the images were first converted from
color to greyscale so they could be anaylzed on an intensity basis. Of the 48 test images, the
machine method properly categorized 30 images as containing wreckage, resulting in a
probability of detection of 𝑃𝐷 = 0.67. Two images were properly identified as not
containing wreckage. The method failed on the remaining 16 images, resulting in one false
alarm and 15 misses. The probability of false alarm was 𝑃𝐹𝐴 = 0.33 and the probability of a
miss was 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠 = 0.33.
Of the 15 total misses in the machine method analysis, 9 were the images of the cockpit,
which was the smallest piece of wreckage. As mentioned above, the cockpit occupied a
space of only a few pixels, even in the 3 m resolution imagery. Figure 49 shows one of the
images containing a cockpit section at the center of the image. The zoom in the image
identifies the pixels of the cockpit section. Five of the remaining misses were images of the
front fuselage section, the next smallest piece, at 4 m and 5 m resolutions. The remaining
miss was the rear fuselage at 5 m resolution.
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Figure 49. Image of the cockpit section at 3 m resolution. The white box in zoom image indicates the
location of the wreckage.

Human analysis of the images provided better results. Participants were asked to look
at each of the 48 images and identify anything in them that they thought might be aircraft
wreckage. If they responded that they saw wreckage, they were asked to identify where in
the image it occurred. They were allowed to zoom in and out and there was no time limit
for analysis of each image. Using this method, participants correctly identified wreckage in
36 of the 45 images containing wreckage, resulting in 𝑃𝐷 = 0.8. They identified no potential
wreckage in the images that were open ocean, resulting in 𝑃𝐹𝐴 = 0.0. The nine images in
which they missed the wreckage were the cockpit section, which, as discussed above, was
no more than a few pixels in each image.

7.6 Conclusions from Aircraft Case Study
Based on these results, an overall probability that a satellite constellation providing 3 to
5 m imagery of the entire Earth once a day could have imaged a downed aircraft in the
ocean can be calculated. It was found that the probability of capturing the image was
roughly 7 in 10,000 if the aircraft took 30 minutes to sink, and 2 in 1,000,000 if the aircraft
sank in 90 seconds. Combining this with the probability of detection if the image were
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captured, the overall probability of detection is 𝑃𝐷 = 5.5x10−4 if the aircraft sinks in 30
minutes and 𝑃𝐷 = 1.38x10−6 if the aircraft sinks in 90 seconds. Even these probabilities are
best cases. The simulated imagery used in the study contained neither whitecaps nor
additional detritus, both of which would likely have led to lower probabilities of detection
and higher false alarm rates. An investigation of the effects of a rougher ocean and
unrelated debris in simulated images on the probabilities of detection and false alarm could
be pursued in future work.
It is unlikely, given the low probability that the aircraft wreckage would have been
imaged and detected, that a Planet Labs-like constellation would be helpful in locating the
wreckage of aircraft downed in the open ocean. Returning to the original question in this
case study, it is unlikely that the Planet Labs system, even if complete at the time, could
have assisted in the search for MH370.
In addition, in this case the presence or absence of clouds affected the ability of the
system to perform the mission. In the second step of the initial framework, cloud cover is
identified as a factor that may affect image quality but was ruled out since it cannot be
controlled by the system designer and it would not affect every image. Cloud cover is better
thought of as affecting system performance than single image quality. Because cloud cover
was a crucial factor in this analysis, it was determined that it should be included in
modeling, but not on an individual image basis. Rather, it should be folded into overall
system performance in the way it was in this analysis. To accommodate this, the focus of
step two was changed from “image quality” to “system performance”.
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Chapter 8 Final Framework
The initial analytical framework was detailed in Section 2.2, but was refined by
application to two small satellite problems. This chapter will discuss the refinements to the
framework and present the final version. In addition, a step by step guide is presented to
assist users in applying the framework to other imaging systems and missions.

8.1 Final Analytical Framework
The first, and more detailed small satellite case, examined whether two existing satellite
designs would be appropriate for a wide area search mission. An additional shorter case
study was completed for the problem of evaluating an existing CubeSat constellation for a
new mission. Based on the work completed for this research, a few changes were made to
the initial framework proposed in Section 2.2.
First, a process to help system designers conceive a mission and define a set of mission
requirements was developed based on the steps completed in Section 3.2. This process is
presented in Section 3.2.3, with an explanation for each step. This step closes a gap found in
most established system design or SE processes: mission selection. Evaluating potential
missions in this way should minimize redundant missions, encourage meaningful
experimentation, and give system designers a way to assess system utility even when there
is no customer supplying an identified need.
The second change was to the second step of the framework: “Identify satellite or
environmental attributes that may affect image quality.” This step now explicitly includes
examining the attributes for their impact on overall system performance. When reviewing
factors that could and could not be controlled by a system designer, it was found that while
cloud cover is not a factor that can be controlled, it can be estimated and modeled for a
system under consideration. There is no simple way to model cloud coverage in a
simulated image, but the presence of clouds can be included in the overall system
performance with a probability that the system will be able to collect a cloud-free image.
This was done in the mission feasibility step in the example in Chapter 7, but may also be
considered in the constellation design step. For the WAS mission, this additional
information is best included in the constellation design step, where it can be folded into the
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coverage estimate. If a cloud-free image can only be captured 50% of the time, for example,
then the estimate of one day to cover the whole Earth must be doubled, at a minimum, to
increase the probability of getting a cloud-free image of every area. The final version of the
framework is shown in Figure 50.
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Figure 50. Refined analytical framework
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8.2 Framework Application Guide
The final version of the framework was based on the results of the previous two
applications, but now that a final form has been reached, a basic guide to applying the
framework can be generated. This will be accomplished by examining the use of Skybox
Imaging assets for a crop health monitoring activity. This application will not be analyzed
to the level of detail of either of the previous problems, but will instead demonstrate where
certain information is needed and how to apply the framework to a simple problem. It will
also present a first attempt to apply a framework developed for panchromatic imagery to a
multispectral imagery problem.
Skybox Imaging claims that agricultural health monitoring can be accomplished using
their assets, which provide multispectral data with several days between revisits [72]. The
specifications of Skybox Imaging satellites are shown in Table 19.
Table 19. Skybox Imaging satellite specifications.
Specification
Value
Image Bands
Panchromatic 450-900 nm
Blue
450-515 nm
Green
515-595 nm
Red
605-695 nm
Near Infrared 740-900 nm
Panchromatic GSD 90 cm (nadir)
Multispectral GSD 2 m (nadir)
Swath Width
8 km (nadir)

8.2.1 Step One: Mission Requirements
The entire mission selection process need not be completed in this case, because the
mission of crop health monitoring has already been selected. However, the requirements
for such a mission must still be agreed upon. Crop health is difficult to determine using
panchromatic imagery, which can only give the user an indication of whether or not crops
are present and perhaps an estimate of crop height, which is only helpful in the case of
crops like corn, whose growing progress can be tracked by height.
Vegetation signatures tend to have peaks in the green and near infrared (NIR) bands, as
seen in Figure 51. These features can be exploited to assess the overall vegetation health, as
healthy vegetation will have higher peaks in both bands than stressed vegetation. This
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means that in order to monitor crop health, a multispectral system that covers from green
to the NIR region must be employed. We must also have a spatial resolution sufficient to
narrow down a small section of a field so that the data is of use to the farmer. Resolution
that would allow row by row analysis would be best, but is not necessary. If we assume we
are examining corn, then crop row spacing ranges from 18 inches to 38 inches, with the
most common spacing being 30 inches [73]. This means in order to separate rows of crops,
the sensor must have a resolution of about 1.5 m or better. Lastly, in order to provide
timely information to the farmer, a temporal resolution of at least three to four days would
be helpful. This allows the farmer to see the effects of precipitation and catch patches of
stressed crops in time to remediate.

Figure 51. Spectra of green vegetation, dry vegetation, and soil [74].

8.2.2 Step Two: Factors that Affect System Performance
The next step is to walk through the list of factors that can affect system performance
and decide which of them are applicable to this situation, and which of them will be
accounted for in the analysis. As in the analysis in Chapter 7, the system performance
factors that can be accounted for are shaped by the information available about the Skybox
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Imaging system. Figure 52 shows in red the factors that can be readily accounted for in an
examination of Skybox Imaging systems.

Figure 52. Factors that could be included in an analysis of Skybox systems are shown in red.

8.2.3 Step Three: Assess Image Quality
In this step, the information available about the system under analysis must be used to
determine the quality of the images produced. In this step, the information available about
the system under analysis must be used to determine the quality of the images produced.
Any analysis of the Skybox systems would be limited to the information that has been
released on their website and in news and journal articles, much like the analysis of the
Planet Labs systems in Chapter 7. The specifications for the Skybox systems are shown in
Table 19 and additional capabilities can be gleaned from other news sources. For instance,
Skybox claims to have the capability to perform row by row analysis for crop health [72].
Images that span the range of anticipated collection scenarios should be simulated to
fully study the image quality and system performance. Simulating imagery to work with in
later steps can be difficult in a case with limited information. However, since the spectral
bands are known for the Skybox systems, imagery from similar systems could be found and
resampled to the appropriate resolution. Alternatively, DIRSIG could be used to simulate
imagery from a multispectral system with those bands. This would not recreate every
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aspect of the Skybox system, but may be close enough to determine mission feasibility. It
would be important to note these shortcomings in the results for the analysis.
8.2.4 Step Four: Algorithm Selection
An algorithm must be selected to assess crop health. For any problem, the first thing to
do is to review all the current techniques for performing a task, as was done in Section 3.5.
If a suitable technique can be found from among the existing methods, it can be
implemented. If not, then something must be developed or a combination of existing
techniques must be used.
In this case, assessing vegetation is a problem that has been studied a great deal, so
selection is simple. The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is a technique that
exploits the difference between the spectrum in the NIR and red bands, at 860 nm and 660
nm, respectively. The formula is shown in Eq. (8-1). Referring to Figure 51, it can be seen
that the healthy vegetation will have a higher NDVI value and other areas will have a lower
NDVI value. Theoretical NDVI values range from -1 to 1, but in practice, values do not reach
the extremes.
𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 =

𝐷𝐶(860 nm) − 𝐷𝐶(660 nm)
𝐷𝐶(860 nm) + 𝐷𝐶(660 nm)

(8-1)

8.2.5 Step Five: Mission Feasibility Determination
In this step, the algorithm should be applied to any simulated imagery generated in Step
Three to determine if the mission can be accomplished with the system under study and
the algorithm selected. This was the step performed in Section 5.3 for the wide area search
system. If the selected algorithm works with the imagery generated for the analysis, then
the mission is assumed to be feasible and the analysis moves on to the final step. If the
algorithm does not work, then the analyst must determine why it failed. It may require
selection of a different algorithm or it could be that the mission simply will not work with
the products of the system under analysis. If, for instance, the STARE V4 system was only
capable of producing 10 m resolution imagery, then the algorithm would have failed in
Section 5.3. At that point, either an alternative algorithm would have been sought, or
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perhaps the current algorithm adjusted for coarser resolution imagery. If this was
unsuccessful, then the mission would be deemed infeasible and this would end the analysis.
8.2.6 Step Six: Constellation Design
Constellation design is the last step in the process, and the final check on the feasibility
of the system. Regardless of how revolutionary a capability would be if implemented, if the
system needed to perform the mission required thousands of satellites or hundreds of
billions of dollars to build, the mission is infeasible. That makes sizing a constellation and
performing a brief costing exercise a crucial final step in evaluating any system for any
mission.
Skybox Imaging has a constellation design for their final configuration, so a
constellation design is unnecessary, as it was in Chapter 7. In this case, the last step is to
look at the planned constellation and decide if it meets the temporal resolution
requirement. Skybox claims that their revisit rate is once every few days currently and will
eventually reach several times per day, so this meets the goal from the second step of
revisiting at least every three to four days. If, however, a different system were being
designed with specific coverage goals for a particular crop, a constellation could be sized in
the same fashion used in Chapter 6. This would require selecting an orbital inclination and
also some additional information on the sensor under study so the field of view could be
determined.
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Chapter 9 Conclusion
The goal of this work was to establish an analysis framework by which small satellites
such as CubeSats can be evaluated for use in a particular optical imaging mission. This will
help both satellite designers and potential satellite buyers distinguish between things that
could possibly be done with these satellites and the things that should be done, i.e., things
for which small satellites may be better suited than large, expensive imaging satellites. As
discussed in Section 3.1, there are established systems engineering processes that can be
used by satellite designers to ensure the system they are building will meet the mission
requirements and perform as planned, but apart from being difficult to adapt to smaller
teams working on riskier or less costly programs, none of the established processes
address the issue of whether the planned system is worth the investment. The framework
produced in this work is intended to be both simple and specific enough to ensure that
smaller, less experienced teams can implement it and ensure they are considering all the
major factors when evaluating their system design or concept. In the process of
implementing it, these groups will also learn whether the system can perform the mission
they have conceived and whether the system should be built.
The wide area search mission (WAS) was chosen as the case study for the framework
because it provides an example of a mission that cannot be completed using current assets
and because it relies on the ability to create a large constellation of satellites, which small
satellites can enable. The analysis of this mission allowed for the refinement of the
analytical framework, but also allowed conclusions to be drawn regarding the feasibility of
a WAS mission using small satellites.
Of the two small satellite reference designs evaluated, only the STARE V4 CubeSat
design was found to be suitable for a WAS mission. The microsatellite produced a superior
image on the basis of achievable resolution, but also had SNR and smear issues that limited
its potential for a WAS mission. The STARE V4 configuration chosen used a 5.2 µm imager
at an altitude of 500 km, resulting in a GSD of just over 4 m. Such a system was found to be
able to cover the Earth once a day with 480 satellites. While this is a large number of
satellites, from an investment perspective, the cost to achieve the capability is not
unreasonable.
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A processing algorithm was selected that relied on simple measures to determine
whether a section of an image was likely to contain man-made structure before
implementing a final, more computationally intensive processing step, the modified PanTex
method, to act as a final check. This algorithm performed better than using PanTex alone in
false alarm discrimination and greatly reduced the processing time. The final algorithm
required no training and was successful on all the imagery generated for this work, flagging
sections of images that contained transitions between natural terrain and man-made areas.
Based on these results, the outcome of following the framework process would be a
recommendation to pursue this CubeSat configuration and processing scheme for a WAS
mission. If such a system were successful it would add a capability that cannot be achieved
with current assets, and the results of the framework analysis show that such a system is
feasible, indicating that this is a system that both can and should be built. This combination
provides a solid foundation for a proposal to build and launch an initial capability for
evaluation.
An additional analysis was done on the feasibility of using CubeSats to help in the
search for downed aircraft, using Malaysian Airlines Flight 370 and the Planet Labs
CubeSat constellation as the case study. This problem required a slightly different use of
the framework, as less was known about the system under analysis and the mission was
already determined. The chances of capturing an image of the downed aircraft were
determined based on the satellite constellation’s stated revisit rate, the estimated sink rate
of aircraft wreckage, and the average cloud conditions in the region. In addition, simulated
imagery of potential wreckage was analyzed by both human and automated means. It was
determined that if the wreckage were large enough, the chance of detection was high, but
the chance of capturing the image at all was roughly 7 in 10,000 under the most optimistic
conditions. It was concluded that a system like the Planet Labs constellation could be used
to aid in the search, but the chances of success were slim.
There are several opportunities for additional work in both the framework and the
WAS problem analyzed. The framework analysis could be expanded to include the effects of
the system performance factors shown in Figure 9 that were not included in this analysis.
This includes the effects of the communications system on the image quality on the ground
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or the pointing accuracy of the spacecraft. Also, while the analysis framework is ready for
optical imaging systems, further work could be done to extend its capabilities to other
remote sensing modalities that could be implemented on small satellite platforms. This
would require an understanding of the factors that affect the system utility of those other
modalities. It is believed that the rest of the framework steps would be applicable, but
evaluation of a different problem and different system may yield considerations that were
not included in the optical imaging framework.
Additional work could also be performed on the problem of wide area search to find an
optimal solution. First, a more detailed or optimized constellation design could be
implemented if the appropriate software were available. This would require access to a
professional license for AGI’s Systems Tool Kit and the SatPro and Coverage modules.
Additionally, while the algorithm performed well on the data available for the analysis, if
this system were to be pursued, the test set should be expanded to include other terrain
and structure types. Last, the selection of the CubeSat configuration that yielded a 4 m GSD
was driven largely by the selection of PanTex as a processing algorithm. While PanTex was
developed to find a certain size of structure in 5 m resolution imagery, the capability could
be extended by adapting the displacement vectors and sliding window size to suit imagery
of a different resolution. This adaptation was not the focus of this work however, so that is
left to future research.
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